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Messoge
from
Pqndolfi
hos been o yeor of plonning  ond development  for the Joint
Reseorch  Centre, A consideroble effort wos opplied by the Director
Generol ond his teom of Directors to propose strotegic options for the
JRC of the turn of the century, Three options were exomined by the
JRC Boord of Governors ond myself,leoding to o progromme pro-
posol for 1992-1994 oiming for o fully odopted ond sufficiently flexible
JRC to meet the chollenges of the yeor 2000'
Whilst the future hos been under discussion, the trend towords o closer
ossociotion of the centre with other Directorotes Generol of the
Commission  to provide scientific ond technicol  ossistonce to bock up
Community policies hos confinued to grow in o very significont
monner, enobling the impoct of the Joint Reseorch  Centre's work to
be felt in oll oreos of Commission  octivity where science  or technol-
ogy ploy o role. considered from o commission stondpoint, I believe
thot in this type of octive porticipotion  in Commission  offoirs the most
noturol ploce of the JRC in Community life con be found'
Structurolly,  the JRC continues the policy of devolution of its Institutes
by the groduol shifting of responsibility for locol monogement to
lnstitute's Directors who ore thus oble to oct in o more direct, efficient
ond flexible monner, This evolution will help give <chorocter>  to Insti-
tutes ond dispelthe public belief thot reol contocts connof be estob-
lished with o <foceless bureoucrocyD'
Advice ond guidonce in choosing the right poth ond then following  it
for the JRC must be loid of the door of the Boord of Governors ond its
choirmon,  sir John Kendrew, who iokes up these points in more detoil
in his introduction, The Boqrd's work is ocknowledged  with thonks,
fu4,, *""r^f
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uring 'l990, the Boord of Governors ond the Joint Reseorch  Centre's
senior monogement teom led by the Director Generol, turned their
ottention to the future ond spent much effort in the estoblishment of o
strotegic  plon,
The first step resulted in o review of long-term strotegy IJRC 2000o, ond o
preliminory discussion by the Boord on o possible future scenorio wos ot-
tended by Vice-President Pondolfi, A free exchonge of ideos took ploce ond
the foundotions  were loid for ihe develooment of o 1992-1994 Multionnuol
Reseorch  Progromme for the Joint Reseorch  Centre to be put before the
Commission  during the first holf of the coming yeor. At the some time. the
internol monogement  of the Centre os o whole wos in evolution, with centrol
services being divested of o number of functions, Institute  Directors  ossuming
individuol responsibility for o greoter proportion of the doy-to-doy  running of
their Institutes.  This wos in ogreement with the recommendotions mode by the
Ponel of Senior Industriolists  which corried out o mid-progromme evoluotion.
An importont londmork  in the yeor is the Annuol Report prepored by the
Court of Auditors bosed on o close investigotion of the Joint Reseorch  Centre
by its inspectors.  Detoiled  exominotion  of o droft version of the Report by the
Boord's Sub-Committee  for Stoff ond Finonce, followed by discussion in
plenory session led to the conclusion thot mony of the criticisms were of o
constructive  noture ond would leod to improvements  in operoting proce-
dures. However, there were olso coses where the Commission  wos unoble to
shore in the interpretotion mode by the Court, on the intentions expressed in
the Council  Resolution of 29 June 1988 regording  torgets for controct reseorch
ond o number of points concerning the opplicotion  of recent eorly retirement
meosures  in which the Court's findlngs did not entirely reflect the reolity.  The
Commission, with the Boord of Governors' encourogement,  would be toking
up those points when the Report will be scrutinized by the Budget Control
Committee of the Eurooeon Porlioment.
The Boord is porticulorly  ottentive to JRC stoff ond finqnciol policies ond
ospects of both ore closely followed ond discussed ot oll meetings. A note-
worthy feoture of the yeor hos been the formolizotion  of cooperotion  ogree-
ments with other orgonisotions on ongoing octivities in o number of reseorch
oreos, both within ond without the Community,  ond the promotion of col-
loborotion  with new ones. The Boord considers  such openings to ihe outside
world to ploy on essentiol role in ossuring o proper position in the world for the
JRC in its oreos of exoertise.
The present Report,  issued ot the three-quorters  point of the 
.|988-.l991
Multionnuol Progromme, beors witness to the progress mode in corrying out
reseorch under the Decisions mentioned obove.
At the some time, steody progress is noted with controct  work for third porlies
where.olthough it seems unlikely thot originol optimistic torgets will be
ottoined by the end of the present Multionnuol  Progromme, the Boord hos
noted enthusiostic reoctions from JRC clients qnd encouroges  the intense
efforts being mode to enlorge the order book. Work for other Commission
services hos reoched soturotion level ond on increose in budget hod to be
requested for 
.l99.l. 
This. in itself, is o cleor indicotion of the progress mode by
the JRC qnd the quolifu of its work,
Sir John Kendrew
Choirmon of the Boord of Governors
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AT IS
I  report presents the ochievements
of the Europeon commission's  Joint Reseorch centre for 
.l990,
The Joint Reseorch centre of the Europeon communiiies  is
o Eurooeon scientific ond technicol reseorch centre estoblished by the
Member Stotes of the Europeon community,  lts four sites in Belgium,
Germony,  ltoly ond the Netherlonds house eight different institutes,
eoch with its own focus of expertise'
The JRC performs scientific reseorch ond technology  development for
the commission  of the Europeon communities, notionol ogencies,
universities ond corporote  clients from Community Member  Stotes
ond other countries.
The scientific, regulotory  ond odministrotive  bodies of the community
ore the JRC's moin users, They seek to increose the competitiveness  of
Europeon industry within on open morket, ond for this they need
pre-formotive ond pre-competitive  reseorcn'
The community  olso corries out science thot must be done on o
Europeon scole: provision  of reference moteriolond meosuremenT
techniques, dotobose  services, environmentol observotions, reseorch
on sofety, oll of which depend on the tronsfer of scientific copobilities
throughout EuroPe,
Notionol governments  ond privote corporotions  olso utilise the re-
sources oi tne JRC to corry out controct reseorch, With focilities ond
oreos of expertise unique in Europe, the JRC serves o speciol role os o
resource for orgonisotions whose reseorch needs exceed their own
internol copocity, or who wish to benefit from the ovoilobility  of specific
JRC focilities ond tolent,
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THf loint Reseorch Cenlre's 2,000 stoff - lhree-quorters of
them scientists qnd technicions- works in eight inslitutes,
ol four sites, eoch in o differenl member slote:
- Geelin Belgium, S0 km nodh-eosl from Brussels, - Korlsruhe on lhe Rhine Volley in Germony, - Pelten in the Nelherlonds, 60 km north of Amsferdom, - ond lhe Centre's lorgesl site of lspro,60 km norlh-wesl of Milon
in ltoly.
CBNM The Cenfrol Bureou for Nucleor Meqsurements (Geel)
GNBM's  octivities  ore devoted to the promotion of Europeon  stonqorqs
qnd to the deierminotion of reference doto ond moteriols  in the nucleor
os well qs in the non-nucleor sector,
ITU  The lnstitule for Transuronium  Elements (Kartsruhe)
ITU lnvesiigotes  the chemicol ond physicol properties of qctinides ond
performs detoiled nucleor sofety studies of interest to the nucleor industrv
ond llcensing  outhorities. including studies on fuel behoviour  under inqdio-
tion, woste mqnqgement  ond sofeguords  onolysis.
IAM  The lnsfifute for Advanced Moteriqls (peften & lspro)
IAM concentrotes on the chorocterisotion ond testing of the behoviour  of
moteriqls ond components  undercomplex  environments (both non-nucreor
ond nucleor). ihe development  of moteriqls processing technologies ond
of new functionol moteriqls,
EI  The Environment  Institute (tspro)
El performs reseorch on both indoor ond outdoor poilution,  qno nos
developed  informotion dotobqses directed  of environmentql concerns.
studies encompqss oir ond woter poilution. food onorysis, toxicorogy of
trqce substqnces.  ond the impoct of chemicol, toxic ond rodioqctive
wostes on humqn heolth ond the noturql  environment.
/RSA The lnstitute for Remote Sensing Applications  (tsprq)
IRSA opplies remote sensing to rond monitoring ond monogement,  mqrrne
environment  qnd resources ond ogriculturolstqtistics.  lt olso develops  ono
tests new techniques ln remote sensing,
IST  The lnstifule  for Sofety Technology  (lspro)
lsT hos progrommes on non-nucleqr ond nucleor industriol risk, with oor-
ticulor emphosis on thermodynomic  chemistry. ond structurql reliobilitv, lt
operotes oll the mojor technology  focilities ot Ispro,
/sE/ The Institufe for Systems Engineering ond tnformqtics  (tspro)
lSEl performs reseqrch on reliobility ond performonce  of complex svstems.
on mojor technologicol  hozords ond on risk monogement. Areos of
expertise include non-nucleor  energies,  fusion, fissile mqteriols, sofeguords
ond high risk industries, lt olso develops  sophisticoted  informotics ooolico-
tions such os dqtoboses, expert systems, porollel computing.  mothemoti_
col modelling ond telecommunicotions,
The lnstitufe  for Prospective  Technologicot Sfudies  (lspro)
IPTS monitors the stote of science  qnd technology ond evoluotes the
potentiol  effects of the iechnologicol choices focing Europe to enoble
indusiriolists  ond policy mokers to qssess the future impoct of their deci_
srons.
#ffiffi
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Tnt loint Reseorch Centre corries oul o voriety of re-
seqrch progrommes,  ond in reporling on such on ocfive
ond multiforious inslilulion os lhe Joint Reseorch Cenfre,
o good deql of detoil is ineviloble. lt is qlso ditficult to
summorise lhem eosily wifhouf some overlop.
This report lherefore looks of the JRC's work from severol
ongles: ils purpose,  its resources ond lhe oulputs il mokes.
ll describes lhe Centre's work firsl of oll occording lo lhe
mojor progromme heoding under which fhey foll.
The first three sections of chopter 2 describe the JRC os it works within the
Europeon Commission  itself.
ln section 2.1 , you will find described first the twelve long-term reseorch
progrommes  it is undertoking, listed for convenience  institute by institute.
Next, section 2.2 picks oui the progress mode in explorotory reseorch,  in
which the JRC "follows  its nose", investigoting the potentiolthot lies behind
new ideos.
The third section of chopter 2 looks ot the mony woys ihe JRC contributes to
policy formotion  by oiding the other ports of the Commission,  This section  is
orronged occording  to the policy field in question, from internotionol co-
operotion through tronsport ond energy to forword studies.
The finol ihree sections of chopter 2 deol with ihe JRC ond the outside world.
Section  2.4 reports on the growing number of controcts  conied out for
industry ond government  world- wide, ond the following two sections focus
on the JRC os o colloborotive portner - both wiihin the Eureko initiotive. ond
in its own Associoted  Loborotories scheme,
Chopter 3 deols with the resources of the JRC,
The first resource to be described  is the very people who moke up the JRC.
The permonentsioff of scientists, technicions  ond odministrotors hove been
joined by o number of visiiing reseorchers,  os section 3.'l tells,
Section 3.2, the summory finonciol  report for the yeor, covers the JRC's
finonciol resources, Further detoil con be found in onnex A.
Much of the Centre's reseorch relies on the unique focilities it possesses for
simuloting ond iesting new processes ond moteriols.  These ore considered
in turn in section 3,3,
The report finishes with the voried outputs thot the Centre mokes into the
world of science ond technology: its mony publicotions,troining courses,
exhibitions ond visitors, not forgetting the products thot ore now on
industriol morkets thonks to JRC reseorch,
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sow the JRC stort to develop new scientific perspectives
following the 
.l988 
reform which wos consolidoted  in 
.l989.
The benefits of this mojor reform ore now becoming monifest
with increosing occountobility of the operotionol  level
ond increosing scientific dynomism,ONSOLIDATION
EW PERSPECTIVES
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FROM  THE
THE current four yeqr progrqmme of the JRC will be
lerminoled ot fhe end of 1991. Therefore the JRC is
preporing ils own strotegic plons for bolh lhe medium
ond long lerm.
Consequently o mojor review of the long-term strotegy
(,dRC 2000,,) wos underloken during the yeor ond the
resullonl plon is now being discussed with the JRC Boord
of Governors.
I JRC's more dynomic stluclure
The new structure of the JRC wos strengthened  during the yeor by
merging two institutes whose interests were cleorly closely linked, nomely
the Institute for Systems Engineering  ond the Centre for Informotion
Technologies ond Electronics.
This merger hod been recommended by the mid-term JRC Progromme
Evoluotion Ponel ond ogreed by the JRC Boord of Governors.  The resultont
eight institutes  (Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements; Tronsuronium
Elements;  Advonced  Moteriols;  Remote  Sensing Applicotions;  Environment;
Systems  Engineering ond Informotics; Sofety Technology  ond Prospective
Technologicol Studies) ore stecdily increosing their operotionol ond bud-
getory independence ond of course their occountobility. This growing
indeoendence  is concurrent  with o consolidotion  of their role in the world of
scientific ond technologicol  reseorch ond development.
The new Institute for Prospective Technologicol Studies hos hod o suc-
cessful  first full yeor of operotion with o number of well-received reports
to its credit, The Evoluotion Ponel recommended  thot this institute should
be relocoted eventuolly to o <green-field>  site. This proposol is under
octive considerotion.
I The JRC's role for Science ond Technology  in Europe
The four titles under which the new JRC executes  its reseorch ond
development progromme, nomely Fromework Progromme, Support for
(otheD Commission Services, Explorotory Reseorch ond Work for Third
Porties, ore now firmly in ploce ond oll the individuol project work
schedules ore identified under one or other of these heodings,
The project work schedule system is operoiing well ond eoch schedule
cleorly ideniifies  the project oims, progress to dote ond expected  progress
for the yeor to come, together with the resources (monpower plus budget-
ory) which will be expended on the project The ossembly  of Annuol Work
Schedules constitutes the JRC onnuol work plon which  is ogreed by the
Boord of Governors  who then monitor progress throughout the yeor,
The evidence for the scientific dynomism of the JRC is contoined in the
following chopters of this report. Not only is the JRC executing work of
ffi;.#'i;,ffi
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good quolitywithin its own loborotories but more ond more it is octing os
one of the interlocutors for science ond technology  in Europe,
It would be invidious in o generol introduction to highlight o porticulor
ochievement  in the work of one or other of the eight institutes, However os
on illustrotion of the importonce of the Fromework Progromme work of the
JRC mention could be mode of the FARO project which  is concerned with
studies  of phenomeno which could occur in cose of severe degrodotion of
o nucleor reoctor core. The success of difficult tests where lorge UO, molten
moss interocting  with the coolont were studied hove ottrocted the interest
of the internotionol  communitv,
I  New focililies
The copobility of the JRC is being ropidly extended. The surfoce modifi-
cotion loborotory  for odvonced moteriols which hos been dubbed <The
Loser Foundry, |s now operotionol within the Institute for Advonced
Moteriols.  Progress continues with the construction  of the Tritium Loboro-
tory which will be commissioned  in l99l ond the Reoction Woll Loboro-
tory which will be completed in the end of l99l,
The lost of these in oorticulor continuesto ottroct externolinterestond we
expect thot its eventuol reseorch progromme  will moke o significont
imooct on norms ond stondords.
I Suppoil for lhe Commission
The demond for work to be corried out under the Support for the
Commission  progromme hos been porticulorly  morked.
In foct demond hos exceeded the budget ond the JRC Boord of Governors
hos recommended  on increose in this budgei from 120 Mecu to 'l30 Mecu
\
\\
The reoction woll test focility under
construction  on the lspro site of the JRC.
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Study of oerosol dispersion  in (simuloted)
glove box fires, The burning  of o plexigloss
$ock, (lTU)
for the I 988- I 99.l period in order to occommodote more of the demonds.
During the yeor o number of multionnuol  ogreements hos been signed by
the Director Generol of the JRC with other Commission  Services in order to
provide o degree of continuity ond long-term  plonning  within the Support
for the Commission  progromme.
This is o cleor reflection of the increosing confidence in the JRC's
reputotion within the customer/controctor  fromework ond o recognition
of the efficiency of its services in solving current problems,
I Outside Conlrocls
Third Porty controct work continues to grow but hos not yet reoched the
onticipoted levels. Increosed effortsto promote morketing ore underwoy.
Nevertheless, the work which hos been corried out hos been universolly
recognised by the customers os being of high quolity, The Mid-Term
Evoluotion of the JRC Progromme, which wos corried out under the
Choirmonshio of Dr. H, Beckers of Shell Internotionol  of the end of 
.|989,
noted thot: <... from o limited number of customers who were quesfioned,
scientific quolify, volue for money, speed of response and quolity of
reporting were highly praised.,,
The winning of Third Porty controcts  from ouiside the Community  is porticu-
lorly noteworthy ond therefore ihe controct signed this yeor with the US
Nucleor Regulotory Commission for work on nucleor sofety should be
mentioned.
I Links with ossocioled loborolories
The JRC hos forged o number of formol links with ossocioted  loborotories
in the Member Stotes ond in some coses these links will be used to corry
out Third Porty work,
A good exomple is the E-MARC consortium  which hos been formed be-
tween the Institute of Advonced Moteriqls ond loborotories  in the Nether-
londs, the United Kingdom ond ltoly. E-MARC represents in totol obout 1000
reseorchers ond technicions  in the moteriols field ond o wide ronge of
odvonced equipment for reseorch, development ond chorocterizotion of
odvonced moteriols,
The reinforcement  of links with Member Stote loborotories. whether
formol or informol,  is on importont ospect of the JRC strotegy for the
future. We exoectthe numberof seconded stoff from notionolloboroto-
ries to the JRC to grow ond, of equol importonce,  for JRC stoff to be
ottoched to such loborotories for specific projects,
The colloborotion  of the JRC with CEA/IPSN in the Phebus Progromme
(Reoctor Sofety) ond the detochment of JRC stoff to Codoroche for this
progromme is o good model for such links.
I Explorofory reseorch
The scientific vitolity of the JRC hos been stimuloted by the vigorous
implementotion of Explorotory  Reseorch ociivities. From the inception of
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Pre-PERLA  ociivities:  The PERformonce
LAborotory  (PERLA) during o troining ex-
ercise for Eurotom ond IAEA lnsoectors
(ISD
this type of octivity only two yeors ogo o lorge number ond voriety of
projects hove been lounched.
As is to be expected  some hove proved to be successful ond hove been
extended, such os ihe Boron Neutron Copture Theropy work which wos
described lost yeor, Others hove been less promising or were brought to
successful completion ond hove not been continued.  Neverthelessoll  of the
projects hove contributed to the vitolity of the Centre.
The spin-off hos olso been consideroble.  The work on the Micro-Hydrody-
nomics of Loser Melted  Pools for exomple will leod to colloborotion  with two
notionol  loborotories on the procticol ospects of welding;  it moy olso hove
consideroble  opplicotion to plosmo disruption  simulotion  in thermonucleor
fusion processes.
I  Inlernolionol links
The JRC hos olwoys hod good internotionol  links, In the post these were
moinly reloted to nucleor reseorch ond development, for exomple
colloborotion with the USA ond IAEA. This colloborotion still continues  with
mutuolly beneficiolwork in the fields of nucleor sofety ond sofeguords.
A porticulory  good exomple is the PISC project (Project for the Integrity of
StructurolSteel Components)  which  is jointly sponsored by the OECD (NEA)
ond the CEC. This successful project,  in which the JRC hos o mojor role ond
which  is now in its third phose, includes both Communitv ond non-Commu-
nity Countries.
In recent yeors internotionol cooperotion  hos been considerobly brood-
ened in scope ond by country - porticulorly through the vorious visiting
reseorchers schemes, Visiting reseorchers from os for ofield os North ond
Souih Americo, Jopon, lndio, etc hove contributed to JRC progrommes.
The EC is now, of course, promoting  links with Eostern Europeon countries
ond here olso the JRC is ploying its port,
A smoll number of vislting reseorchers from these countries hove spent time
in the JRC loborotories ond we exoect this number to orow. Senior stoff hove
ffitrffi
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visited the USSR during 
.l990 for biloterol discussions ond o controct wos
signed with o USSR Institute for use of o sofeguords instrument  developed by
the JRC in the fromework  of the colloborotion with IAEA
Links with Jopon ore olso very importont, Severol Joponese scientists
hove worked in the JRC loborotories  in o ronge of mutuolly interesting
fields ond olso JRC scientists visited ond worked in Joponese loboroto-
ries, Finolly, on ogreementwos  signed with Jopon (JAERI) which wos olso
concerned  with the field of nucleor moteriolsofeguords  R&D,
Mention hos olreody been mode of cooperotion  with the IAEA. In
oddition there ore o number of cooperotive octions with the ESA ond the
JRC is olso contributing to the World Meteorologicol Orgonisotion of the
UN. Continuing informol links with CERN ore olso worthy of note.
I  Renewed  scienfific vigour
As oredicted  in the l9B9 Annuol Report o number of the older personnel
took eorly retirement during the yeor, The recruitment policy of younger
scientists  during the some period hos produced o reduction in the
overoge oge of stoff. Atthesometimethere  hos been on increose in stoff
mobility both within the JRC ond between the JRC ond other Commis-
sion Deportments, The numbers of visiting reseorchers  (grontholders ond
visiting scientists) hos now reoched its plonned level; of the end of the
yeor there were o totol of 185 visiting reseorchers  working in the JRC'
The Boord of Governors of the JRC hos continued  its involuoble work of
odvising the Director Generolon ollospects of the JRC progromme ond
monogement,
During the yeor the Boord met 4 times ond it is foir to soy thot ihe implemen-
totion ond consolidotion of the reforms would hove been much more
difficult without the Boord's ossistonce.
The individuol institute odvisory  boords ore funcfioning  to ihe benefit of ihe
institute progrommes of some JRC Institutes ond steps ore token to estoblish
odvisory boords for the remoining institutes, The reformed JRC Scientific
Committee which hos members drqwn from oll the institutes represents  o
good mechonism for communicotion between the scientific ond technicol
stoff ond senior monogement  on oll motters reloting to the scientific  pro-
grommes.
I  Diologue with Porliomenl
The Joint Reseorch Centre ocknowledges  the very fruitful diologue it
mointoins with the Europeon Porlioment, notobly with its Committee on
Reseorch, Energy ond Technology (CERT) ond its Committee on Budget-
ory Control,
Beyond regulor contocts between  Members of the Porlioment ond Com-
mission stoff , o meeting between Members of CERT speciolly entrusted with
the monitoring of the JRC ond the Boord of Governors  took ploce in
Seotember;  in view of its positive results, it wos decided to hold this type of
ffitrffi
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of the HFR Petten,
encounter  of regulor intervols. Furthermore, the Members of CERT undertook
informotion  visits to most of the sites of the JRC.
The work of the Mid-Term Progromme Evoluotion Ponel, which hos been
referred to obove, must olso be fully ocknowledged. Their work wos
corried out under o tight time schedule but the resultont report wos
comprehensive ond most voluoble.
The Court of Auditors conducted o detoiled exominotion of the JRC
during the yeor 
,l990. 
lf the Commission does not fully shore the observo-
tions mode by the Court, it ocknowledges the constructive  commenfs
contoined in the report of the Court ond improvements  stimuloted by
these criticisms ore olreody being implemented.
Lostly, os hos been frequentlystressed,the  mostvoluoble osset of the JRC
is its stoff. Without their enthusiosm ond hord work none of the progress
reported in the following poges would hove been possible.  The Commis-
sion ond the Director Generol would like to toke this opportunity  to
ocknowledge  olso the support it hos received from mony externol
bodies ond individuols not otherwise mentioned in this report,
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chopter outlines the mojor
ochievements of the JRC,
os it corries out its four moin functions:
I  Specific reseorch progrommes
on o multiqnnuol bosis
I  Explorotory reseorch to open
up new ovenues ond mointoin
scientific excellence
I  Support octivities of the request
of other Commission  services
I  Work under controct for third porties,
The JRC olso helps scientific cohesion
within the Community by porticipoting
in the Europe-wide  EUREKA projects ond
regrouping interlinked octivities under
such schemes os Associoted Lqborotories.
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IHE JRC specific reseorch progrommes ore concenlroted
in lhree mojor lopics:
Modernisation of industrial sectors, nolobly by prenormotive
reseorch,
Ihe completion  of o lorge internol motkel by 1992 will bfing o
significonf increose in the demond  for new stondords,  new codes
of proctice ond new sofely ond quolify conlrol regulotions. This is
essentiol in order lo ossure full occessibility of morkefs, to ovoid
distorlions of compelilion ond lo proiect consumets:  if is olso o
significonl foclor in sitengthening  ihe compefitiveness of Eulopeon
industry oi internofionol  level.
Enhoncement of sofety and the prevention and mitigation
of occidents,
The subject of improving sofety ond prevenlion  ond mitigotion of
occidents is increosingly exercising the minds of the genetol
public ond politicions: lheir conceln hos been oroused both by
nucleor occidents, since Chetnobyl, ond by olhet indusfriol
indusiries, following  lhe occidenls ol Seveso, Bopholond,  more
recenlly, Bosle. Ihis subject hos quile o significont influence on
public occeplonce of fechnologicol  innovotion  ond is thetefore
on imporlont ospect of the development  of induslriol
compelitiveness.
Surveillance ond proleclion of the environmenl.
The environmenlol  moniloring ond conservolion  octivity similolly
reflects on ocknowledgement of public conceln fot o betlet
quolity of life in on environmenf  which, unforlunotely,  foces
deferiorolion. Greoler sofety ond o ptolected envitonmenf
restored lo ifs proper slole will undoubtedly  ploy o key porl in
securing public occeptonce of new lechnologies.
The conlribution of eoch of the JRC's instilules lo fhese
progrommes is summorised  here.
The Specific  Reseorch  Progrommes
The JRC is currently corrying out l2 long-term specific reseorch
progrommes.  in the following  oreos:
- Environmentol protection  - Reoctor sofety
- Applicotion of remote  - Rodiooctive  woste monogement
sensing techniques  - Sofeguords ond fissile
- Indusidol hozords  moteriol  monogement
- Advonced motedqls  - Nucleor fuels ond octinide reseorch
- Nucleor meosurements  - Fusion technology ond sofety
ond reference moteriols  - Reference methods
- Reference methods for  for non-nucleor  energies
the evoluotion  of structurol reliobilitu
These l2 progrommes contribute  to preserving  the Europeon quolity of life ond
environment, while sofeguording  its technologicol  future ond iis energy  bose,Mar.'r
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Specific Research
Programmes
iii" The Centrol Bureou fot Nucleor Meosurements
Control room
Accelerotor
x (CBNM)
The CBNM ot Geel is dedicoled to lhe promolion of
Europeon Stondqrds ond the hormonisotion of reference
methodologies ond moteriols, ond execufes the Nucleor
Meosurements ond Reference Moteriols Progromme.
I  Nucleor Meosuremenls
Nucleor meosurements  were corried out occording to the needs of
internotionol orgonisotions like the IAEA, NEA ond the BIPM ond ot the
reouest of notionol institutions,
The CBNM hos successfully completed  o study of moss ond nucleor chorge
distributions  of fission frogments for the spontoneous fission of 252Cf which  is
now being submitted  for publicotion in rtNucleor  Physicso.
At PHYSOR  -'90 (lnternotionol  Conference  on the Physics of Reoctor  Opero-
tion, Design ond Computotion)  in Morseille, CBNM scientists presented the
results on low energy q (number of emitted neutrons per neutron obsorbed)
of 2s5U, Results on the low energy cross-sections ond Westcott foctors (de-
scribing the deviotion from the I /v fission behoviour)  for the fissile nuclides
233U,235U ond 23ePu (eorlier  results) ond 24rPu were olso presented of PHYSOR.
The findings ore imporiont  becouse exoct knowledge of the fission cross
section of low energies is vitol to reoctor design ond operotion'
An evoluotion  work under on IAEA Coordinoied Reseorch Project covering
X- ond Gommo-roy emission probobilities  of 23 rodionuclides  thot will be
ooolied to the colibrotion of detector efficiency  wos finished ond the IAEA
is to publish the results,
of the Electron Lineor
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The Cenflol  Bureou for Nucleor Meosuremenls
(CBNM)
I Reference Moteriols
High quolity nucleor reference moteriols hove been prepored, choroc-
terised ond certified of CBNM; they ore used in the field of commerciol
tronsoctions ond nucleor sofeguords. Scientific competence in nucleor
meosurements ond in refined onolyticoltechniques  is opplied to quolity
control progrommes  in both nucleor ond non-nucleor fields,
EC certificoiion of PuO, reference  moteriolfor elementol  onolysis in the fuel
cycle os well os Al ond two Nb reference  moteriols for dosimeiry or monitor-
ing work in reoctor operotion hove been finolized; reference moteriols ore
now ovoiloble for use,
The CBNM prepored severol spike reference moteriols to keep reference
moteriols  stock occording  to needs such os 233U ond 23ePu, Constont  use in
Europeon loborotories  meons thot spike Reference Moteriols stock hod to
be renewed.  As port of their sofeguords work, stoff olso developed  solid or
mixed U/Pu spikes which will improve input onolysis of reprocessing plonts,
A cleon-lob is being built on schedule ond should be finished by the end of
l99l; it is to be used for highly precise determinoiion of troces of toxic ond
essentiol elements, in the frome of methods. develooments ond certifico-
tion in suppori of EC Directives.
ffiffi
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The Inslitute for Tronsuronium  Elements
(ITU)
The ITU ol Korlsruhe execules fhe nucleor fuels ond
octinide reseorch progrommeswhich oim fo improve lhe
sqfely of the nucleor fuel cycle. The Institufe olso con'
tribules to lhe Rqdiooctive Wosle Monogemenl Pro'
gromme.
I Bosic Sofety Reseorch on Nucleor  Fuels
Reseorch corried out os port of on OECD/NEA-coordinoted  study of fuel
ond debris from the Three Mile lslond Reoctor-2 core melt-down occi-
dent, reveoled thot fuel melting must hove occurred of temperotures for
below the melting point of pure UOr,
The heot copocity of UO, up to 8000K wos meosured for the first time ond
o shorp drop wos observed of the melting point. The results ore being
onolysed occording to predictions from current studies on reoctor melt-
oown,
The Institute helped in the development of the Europeon Accident Code for
fost reqctors,  ond the TRANSURANUS  code describing the behoviour of
nucleor fuel oin under irrodiqtion, hos been incorporoted into it.
I Actinide Determinotion  ond Recycling
The results of the KNK ll irrodiotion  experiment  with minor octinides hos
been compored to theoreticol colculotions  of nucleor doto in coopero-
tion with CRIEPI ond generol ogreement wos found, A new seporotion
scheme for minor octinides hos been set up,
I Chorocteilsolion of Wosle Fotms ond High Butn-Up Fuels
(Ptogromme  on Rodiooctive  Wosle Monogemenl)
Studies into the chorocterisotion of nucleor woste forms oim to ossess the
thermol ond mechonicol stobility of unprocessed spent fuels ond of high
level vitrified woste under long-term storoge conditions. Meosurements
of the rodiooctive nuclide inventory, determinotion of the redistribution
of octinides ond fission products, performonce of leoch tests with vorious
leochont compositions  ond investigotions into the effects of rodiotion
domoge on the long-term storoge behoviour  of the woste moteriol ore
oll port of this work,
Leoch tests on octive glosses showed no noticeoble differences compored
with non-octive specimens subject to the some treotment, except for the
behoviour  of the octinides which needs further study'
Gommo-spectroscopy  of woste forms wos performed  using on existing
focilitv ond the meosured chorocteristics  interpreted  through isotopic cor-
relotions.
ffi
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Adjustment of o collimoior  ond detec-
tor for micro gommo sconning
occessed from the bock of o hot cellMl,rrr
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The Instifule for Tlonsuronium  Elemenls
(ITU)
I Aclinide  Reseorch
The centrol objective of octinide reseorch  of the Institute is to exploin the
electronic structure of octinide metols ond octinide compounds, in
porticulor the behoviour of the 5f electrons. A key problem with this
reseorch is the chonge in binding energy of the 5f electrons, which
occurs obout in the middle of the octinide series ond which strongly
offectsthe  physicol  ond chemicolchorocteristics  of these elements ond
their compounds.
These gools ore opprooched through both experiment ond theory, An
importont bosis for the experimentol  study is the preporotion of
polycrystolline  ond single crystol somples of octinides of high specific
octivity, ond their coreful chorocterisotion.
For the first time single crystols of the compounds PuNi,, NpSn., PuPt' PuAl'
NpBi, PurSb, ond UuSbo were prepored in previously unottoined  lorge sizes
ond/or puritv levels.
Mognetic  properties  of octinide  compounds  with the tronsition metols could
be interpreted by o new lype of hybridisotion  of 5f electrons,Doseo  on
neutron diff roction experiments,
A new dotobose for thermophysicol doto of octinides  (THERSYST)  wos
implemented ond olmost 300 doto sets were onolvsed with recommendo-
tions for confidence  levels given.
I  Development  ond Performonce Assessmenf  of
Meosuremenl  Syslems for Fissile Moleriols
An expert system, bosed on the Loborotory's existing quolity control
scheme, wos developed  in o bid to improve the overoll occurocy  of the
onolyses to o morgin of 0. I 
o/o.
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Actinir^lc Pcqcnrch' ProDqygtign 9f q
somple for the meosurement of the
electricol resistivity under very high pres-
SUTE,
Actinide Reseorch:  Speciol glove box
instollotion for the electron  microprobe
onolysis of moteriols contoining omeri-
cium ond curium,
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols
(IAM)
During 1990 the IAM consolidoted previous high slon-
dords on bolh the Advonced Moteriols progromme ond
olher projects with which it is involved.
The Institute  for Advonced  Moteriols hos initioted the build up of networks
on odvonced moteriols R&D topics considered importont  for Europeon
technologicol developments ond with good potentiol for morketoble
products. Here, in oreos such os new Intermetollics,  in long ceromic fibres
for composites reinforcement, experts from industry ond reseorch ore
joining forces on highly coordinoted reseorch projects. These octions
hove been initioted in close cooperotion  with oppropriote  cost shored
octions, such os BRITE/EURAM ond the Community  Bureou of Reference
(BCR).
In connection  with stondords ond codes of proctice  developments  for
odvonced moteriols,  the Institute's viewpoint hos olwoys been thot the
ovoilobility  of stondords of the eorly stoge of development of new
technologies ossist morket penetrotion ond creote momentum innovo-
tion os well os providing commerciol knock-on effects ond ossuronce  of
end-use oerformonce.
Consequently, efforts ore growing ropidlywith  pre-normof  ive R&D, where
possible  with the support of industry. In porticulor, in cooperotion with the
Directorote Generol <lnternol Morket ond Industriol Affoirs> the Institute,
bocked by the oppropriote  industriol firms, set up o Europeon stondord
oction for odvonced ceromics to be executed by the Europeon stond-
ords bodies CEN/CENELEC,
An interesting feoture noticed this yeor is thot the projects under Exploro-
tory Reseorch which were emborked upon in the lost two yeors by the
Institute, ore olreody beginning to influence the shope ond chorocter of
the lnstitute,
These octivities - such os Boron Neutron Copture Theropy which is ottrocting
interest oll over Europe, the joining of metols ond ceromics with the recent
successful demonstrolion  of serious improvements in the properties  of joints
through ion implontotion pre-treotments; the computer modelling of micro
hydrodynomic Morongoni flows which ore providing  o scientific explono-
tion for importont metollurgicol  phenomeno - these project oreos will
constiiute  the lounching pod for new projects in the next Fromework
Progromme,
I Corrosion Studies
Under its corrosion  studies project the Institute introduced sophisticoted
highly sensitive thermobolonces  which ollowed the kinetics by which
engineering ceromics degrode to be estoblished confinuously of tem-
perotures up to 
.l700'C, Thermobolonce for hot corrosion  up to
1700'C ond weight chonge of 10 pg
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Electron  microscope  onolyser used for
quontitotive elementol  onolysis of od-
vonced moteriols
The Insfifule for Advonced Moferiols
(IAM)
Such equipment con now guide extensive long term investigotions using
multi-specimen  outocloves much more effectively, The Institute hos olso
developed stondord techniques  involving molten solts ond osh deposits to
ossess the behoviour  of ollovs ond ceromics.
Corrosion-deformotion  synergistic effects ploy on imporl'ont role in structurol
moteriols  opplicotions.  Testing under creep ond cyclic creep conditions  in
oggressive goseous environment,  portiolly with solt injection,  hos shown o
severe influence  on deformotion which simuloted  in-service  conditions. on
the corrosion resistonce  of heot resistont steels ond superolloys.  The modifi-
cotion ond development of test techniques to study intermetollic com-
oound behoviour hos storted,
I Components  ond lhermolfotigue
Progress with the components ond thermol fotigue project shows thot
the temperoture grodient ond the cyclic conditions  of o nucleor  fusion
reocfor con in principle be simuloted in the out-of-pile thermol fotigue
ng.
In the component testing oreo, the Institute discovered more obout the
foctors which determine high temperoiure creep behoviour  of ferritic ond
oustenitic steel under multioxiol testing conditions ond were therefore  oble
to moke o significont contribution to tubulor components design method-
ology In close ossociotion with the Community Bureou of References,  the
Institute for Advonced  Moteriols developed o Europeon round robin testing
progromme for the internol pressure  testing Code of Proctice.
I Ceromic composile system
A ceromic composite system (silicon nitride reinforced with silicon cor-
bide whiskers)  wos monufoctured  successfully  by o low-cost,  low-pres-
sure sintering route, Strength ond toughness levels ore os good os high-
cost Hot-lsostotic Press-moteriol,  Behoviour under mechonicol looding
indicoted thot toughening moy be enhonced by o reduction in the
whisker-motrix  interfoce bonding.
ffiifl.w
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The Inslilule  for Advonced  Moferiols
(IAM)
I Development  of NDE lechniques
For the development of NDE techniques, the lnstitute for Advonced
Moteriols estoblished  o methodology using X-roy diffroction to deter-
mine residuol stress in surfoce loyers of ceromic components ond test
pieces. The techniques  hove been successfully used to quontify surfoce
stress introduced  by mochining ond interfoce stresses  in ceromic com-
oosites,
I Surfoce Modificotion Cenlre
The Surfoce Modificotion Centre, in its first yeor of full operotion,  hos
estoblished  the oorometers for the production of defined microstructure
in resolidified surfoce loyers, MoCrAlY type cootings with ond without
oxide phose porticles hove been successfully developed os well os Al/
SiC composite moteriols by plosmo sproying.
In o spin-off project the Institute hos olso successf ully developed o prototype
possive downword  heot tronsport system, This hos been tested  in extreme
conditions in on Alpine environment ond permits the downword possoge of
heot collected by solor ponels. This is innovotive in thot it does not require the
use of electric pumps ond oport from the initiol investment, there ore no
running  costs, A first licence  for its opplicotion  in solor hot woter production
systems  hos been oworded to o Portuguese  firm.
Specific Research
Programmes
A generol  view
of the Loser-lon  Beom lmplonter,  lspro
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Multi-purpose  ion beom sputter devlce
for simple ion beom sputtering from o
torget ond/or simultoneous ion bom-
bordment  of the substrote  with o second
ron oeom
The Insfifufe for Advonced Moferiols
(AM)
r Cost 501
The Institute  is responsible  for the technicol secretoriot of the COST 50.l
oction Advonced Moteriolsfor  Process Engineering  ond hos helped ond
contributed to the highly successful Liege Conference on High-Tem-
peroture Moteriols  for Power Engineering 1990,
f PISC (Project for lhe Integrity of SlruclurolComponenls)
This internotionol  progromme.  jointlysponsored by NEA/OECD ond JRC,
performed by the Institute for Advonced  Moteriols - lspro, concerning
the ossessment  of the effectiveness of inspection techniques  ond proce-
dures ond of their relio bility when opplied to structurol steel components,
is now in its third phose (PISC lll project);  emphosis  is put on the In - Service
Inspection  of the primory circuit of nucleor LightWoter Reoctors. Formost
of the work, experimentol  octivities concluded in 
.l990, 
Doto collection
ond o preliminory evoluotion of results ore under woy,
The moin ochievemenfs ore: the close coordinotion  of ihis internotionol
project involving l4 countries ond obout 
.l00 
institutions;  the monufocturing
ond certificotion of mony test ossemblies by the reference  loborotories; the
execution of round robin tests on full scole lightwoter nucleor reoctorwelds,
nozzle ond sofe-ends;  the volidotion of mothemoiicol  models on the simu-
lotion of ultrosonic equipment  foilure ond of the ultrosonic  response on
oorticulor  defects
I Contribufion to lhe Fusion Technology  ond Sofety Progromme
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols contributed to this progromme with
the Fusion Moteriols project. A feoture of progress wos the elucidotion of
the effect of plosmo disruptions  on metollic surfoces. Results show thot
beyond o threshold force on the melt loyer,liquid will be lost,leoding to
ropid erosion, For the formotion of bubbles in Cr-Mn steer, o more
complete understonding hos been developed, considering  tempero-
tures during implontotion ond post-irrodiotion  onneoling,
ffi
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Horizontol  reoding heod for ultro ocous-
ticol tools identificotion developed  ot
lspro,
The Institute fot Syslems Engineering ond Informotics
(tsEt)
iil, The lSEl of lspro executesthe Reference  Methodsfor Non-
Nucleor Energies progromme ond contribufes to lhe
Sofeguords ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement ond lo
the FusionTechnologyond Sofety Progrommes.  Stoff olso
conf ribute to vorious olher progrommes lhrough reseorch
into slruclurol  risks ond reliobility, plonts, socio-technicol
syslems ond ortificiol intelligence opplied lo odvonced
.  diognostics.
I Reference Melhods for Non Nucleor Energies
The Reference Methods for Non Nucleor Energies progromme  focussed
on performonce evoluotion ond implementotion of certificotion proce-
dures for industriol solor energy (photovoltoic/thermol) devices using
Europeon Solor Test Insiollotion focilities ot lspro.
The moin ochievements concerning photovoltoic  modules ond possive
solor systems ore:
Bosed on results from the rrThin Film Quolificotion Tosk Force,, the indoor
degrodotion  procedure for thin film modules wos implemented (Light
Sooking Test). A 3O0h simuloted light exposure  is opplied to botches of
commerciol omorphous silicon modules  which ore subsequently  onneoled
for 50h ot different temperotures.  The test reproduces  ond ossesses light-
induced degrodotion  effects on odvonced photovoltoic  moteriols;
Corrier lifetime determinotion in the bulk ond of the surfoces of commerciol
solor cells ond of the reloted silicon wofers hove shown thot the technologi-
col cell monufocturing process does not degrode the row moteriol quolity
ond thot the oluminium  deposition on the neor of the cell reduces drosticolly
the neffective, corrier surfoce recombinotion;
I Sofeguords ond Fissile Moferiols Monogemenl
Under the Sofeguords ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement  progromme,
work on seols ond identificotion techniques wos concentroted on
ffi::ffi
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Conceptuol  studiesr  simulotion  of robotic
orm for kinemotic ond dynomic  studies
conied out in the TELEN/IAC Loborotorv
Conceptuol studies: simulotion  of robotic
orm inside o vocuum  vessel of o fusion
reoctor corried out in the TELEMAC
Loborotory
The Instifute for Sysfems Engineering  ond Informofics
(|sEI)
preporing ond completing conclusive demonstrotions of the use of
ultrosonic seoling bolts on spentfuel  contoinersfor use bythe Sofeguords
Insoectorotes ond in field tests,
Porollel  to this, o step forword wos mode with Reoding  Techniques  introduc-
ing loptop computers,  new ultrosonic instruments ond working on "compu-
ter controlled" softwore in order to get "inspector friendly" verificotion
procedures both on site ond in the office,A computer oided teleoperotion
system comprising  o remotely guided vehicle hos been designed for remote
verificotion ln storoge oreos,
A new loborotory for the performonce  ossessment  of contoinment ond
surveillonce  system (colled LASCO) hos been constructed  ond will become
operotionol eorly 1991,
ln 
.l990 on ogreement wos signed between the Jopon Atomic Energy
Reseorch Institute ond the Europeon Atomic Energy Community, repre-
senied by the Commission of the Europeon  Communities.in the field of
Nucleor Moteriol Sofeguords  Reseorch ond Development,  This cooperotion
ogreement includes R&D techniques:
-  to study ond onolyse complex systems where nucleor  moteriols ore
hondled ond processed;
-  for the contoinment ond surveillonce of nucleor moteriqls;
-  ond meosurement  methods for nucleor  moteriols occountoncv.
I  Fusion Technology  ond Sofety.
The following  steps were reoched in 
.|990:
lSEl contributed to the design of the Next Step Mochine  (NET/ITER)  os pori of
the Internotionol  Thermonucleor  Experimentol Reoctor. Stoff olso demon-
stroted remote welding ond cutting of double lip vocuum seols;
the Institute contributed to the design of NET vocuum vessel ond produced
o tronsient mogneto-structurol  simulotion of the behoviour of the blonket
segment;
in the sofety oreo, vorious occidents of the NET plosmo focing components,
nomelythose  reloted to loss of coolont ond loss of vocuum inside thevessel,
hove been onolvsed ond their environmentol  imooct evoluoted.
ffi
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STARS  project The Foult Tree Editing  Tool
is o module  which ollows eosy modifico-
tion ond construction  of, os well os novi-
gotion into, complex foult trees,
The Instilufe for Syslems Engineeling  ond Informolics
(sEr)
I  lnduslilolHozords
The moin contributions  ond ochievements ore:
Risk ond environmentol impoct ossessment procedures:  the results of the
Benchmork  Exercise on Mojor Hozords Anolysis for on Ammonio storoge
plont hove been evoluoted ond published os EUR report.
A survev of indicotors ond indices for environmentol  impoct & risk ossess-
ment hos been mode through o workshop orgonised ot lspro on Moy 1990
(Proceedings edited os EUR 
.l3060 
EN)
Risk monogementr  studies on territoriol risk monogement deoling with
industriol impoct were initioted  ond methodologicol  results published.
Risk of Tronsportotion  of Dongerous  Products on the Europeon Scole: o study
of historicol occidents in relotion to the tronsporioiion  of hozordous  mqteri-
ols wos corried out, The results, indicote thot the consequences of occidents
ore os severe qs for fixed instollotions.
Humon Foctors in High Risk Prevention ond Monogement: ARMA
(Autooggressive Moving Averoge) generotor simulotion pockoge hos been
finished  enobling ARMA processes to be simuloted.
Knowledge  Bosed systems for risk onolysis: the JRC continued  to porticipote
in two cooperotive  internotionol  projectsr  STARS (Softwore  Tools for Anolysis
of Reliobility ond Sofety) ond FORMENTOR  (Eureko #19).
I  Nucleor Reoclor SofetY
The lSEl Instiiute leods JRC on Reliobility ond Risk Evoluotion work, This work
wos concentroted in 
.|990 
on two moin projects: the Component Event
Doto Bonk - CEDB ond the System Response Anolyser  - SRA'
The cEDB component  ond reloted foilure contents  hove been extended,
noiobly by the inclusion of doto supplied by ENRESA (Spoin)  from l0 nucleor
power plonts in operotion. The softwore developed  so for hos been struc-
tured into vorious products which ore being morketed'
system Response  Anolyzer: o new version of the DYLAM methodology
(DYLAM-Ill) hos been completed;  in this version, which constitutes the sRA
driver, o new methodology for the evoluotion  of the dynomic probobility of
sequences  hos been imPlemented.
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The hsfilufe  for Systems Engineering  ond Informolics
(SED
I  Non-intrusive methods for moleriols diognoslics
lsEl corries out moinly speciolised reseorch on non-intrusive  methods for
moteriols diognostics,  Moin ochievements ore:
successful opplicotion of reol time interferometry  on composite specimens
for domoge mopping;
successful opplicoiion  of thermol  emission technique on composite mote-
riol specimens (corbon epoxy specimens supplied by on oircroft monufoc-
turer) during tensile tests to rupture:  o cleor evolution of ihe iemperoture hos
been obtoined, showing  the progress of domoge ond sequentiol rupture of
groups of fibres;
in colloborotion with IAM-Petten development  of the expert sysiem ARTIG
(Assessment of Residuol life time for Creep domqged components) in the
frome of o Club of Utilities (CEDB. ENEL, Loboretec),
I  Reference Methods, Reliobility of Slructures
This work covers Reliobility Modelling of structures ond includes both
experimeniol ond theoreticol work.
Experimentol  work is centred on tests on l:5 scoled vessels ond fotigue tests
on vessel A were completed,  Results so for show both the positive  effect of
clodding residuol stresses (slowing down of the propogotion of the inner
crock tip) ond one volidity of o superposition  model for environmentol
fotigue,
Theoreticol work heod to the development  of RAMINo (Reliobility  Assess-
ment for Mointenonce ond Inspection Opiimizotion),  o new option of the
COVASTOL code, ond o new, more powerful, olgorithm for fringe onolysis in
loser interferometry opplicotion,
3D imoge of the deformotion of o
domoged  specimen in corbon-epoxy
composite os obtoined by computer  elo-
borotion  of hologrophic interferogroms
A detoiled view of the PTS (Presurised
Thermol Shock) te$ component showing
the cobling of the 144 thermocouples
ffi
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Generol view of the FARO-Blokker ll test
section for blockoge studies
The Institute for Sofety Technology
(ISD
:.i The IST of lspro confribules lo the Reference Mefhods,
Reliobility ond Sfructures, Nucleor Reoctor Sofefy ond
I ndustriol Hozords progrommes. ll olso operotes lhe PE RLA
';+ ond PETRA nucleor focilities ond is responsible for con-
r'',r, slructing lhe ETHEL loborolory.
I Reference methods, Reliobility ond Structures
- Reoction Woll Proiect
The Institute mode substontiol progress in building up the reoction woll
project, This progromme oims to develop ond volidote computotionol
mechonics colculotion  tools for predicting the non-lineor behoviour  of
reinforced concrete,  mosonry ond steel structures,
The Institute successfully lounched  o progromme  involving  on ossociotion  of
notionol reseorch orgonisotions  which both mokes best use of existing
competence ond instollotions ond is designed to define structures to be
tested on the reoction woll. Completion  of thetestfocility  is plonnedfor l99l
ond newforms of the pseudodynomic  test method will be implemented.  To
evoluote the potentiol of the pseudodynomic  test methods,  tests were
mode ot vorious cycling frequencies  incorporoting hold periods to ollow
stress reloxotion  in reinforced  concrete.
I  Nucleor Reoclor Sofety
ln the oreo of nucleor reoctor sofety studies IST concentroted its efforts
on onolysing lorge hypotheticol  occidents  either for light woter or for
sodium cooled reoctors.
Plurionnuol  efforts hove leod in spring 
.l990 
to the publicotion ond distribu-
tion of o first version of the Europeon Accident Code (EAC-2)' to EC
Institutions  ond which is expected to become the Europeon  Reference
code for predicting the eorly phose of whole core occidents in breeder
reocTors.
Equolly significont wos the progress mode in the uSource Terml (predic-
tion of rodiooctive moteriolwhich  could be releosed from o Light Woier
Reoctor contoinment  building during o hypotheticol occident),
A new informotics structure is being developed together  with orgonisotions
for o best-estimote  nsource  Term, colculotion code which will be verified
omong others, ogoinst experimentol  doto to be obtoined  by the Phebus
fission products  in-pile experiments jointly sponsored by CEA ond JRC.
The FARO focility (o 
.]50 
Kg UO, melting device connected  to vorious test
sections) provided odditionol results for the evoluoiion of possible block-
oge formotions when molten moteriol penetrotes cold structures lo-
coted beneoth the reoctor core.
Tests hove since been stopped to ollowfor modificotions to the focility which
ore needed for testing  in-vessel phenomeno during domoge of o LWR core
This lotter octivity is jointly sponsored  by JRC ond United stotes Nucleor
Regulotory Commission,
i:!lt::t#
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The reoction  woll test focility  under
construction
Instollotion  of the 
,l00 
liter chemicol
botch reoctor within the FIRES bunker
The lnsfifufe  for So,ely Technology
(sT)
I  lndustriolHozords  - Runowoy Reoctions
IST storted work on non-nucleor sofety/environmentol  problems o few
yeors ogo, In this progromme  moin emphosis is on the investigotion  of
process ond equipment foilures in chemicol ond process industry.
Anomolies in Operotion of Chemicol Reoclors
A series of verificotion tests were conducted in FIRES. o 
.l00 
litre botch
reoctor, ofter hoving precolculoted the results with o newly developed
simulotor, The most importont results of this work regcrd the volidotion of
scoling criterio ond the prediction  of criticol runowoy conditions for the
investigoted  chemicol reoction,
Emergency Fluid Dischorge
Venting experiments  involving  fluids in which o fost runowoy reoction occurs
(hydrogen  peroxide decomposiiion) were executed in the 50 litre vessel of
the MPMC fociliiy. Computer code onolyses were mode of venting experi-
ments corried out in vessels of different volumes, ond with liquids of greotly
differing viscosities. The development ond ossessmenf of the JRC emer-
gency venting code RELIEF wos continued,
A prototype of o new two-phose moss flow meter wos built, which is bosed
on o combinotion  of gommo  densitometry,  tomogrophy  ond correlotion
onolysis,
Releose  of Hozordous  Fluids
Prediction of the Dispersion of Dense Vopour Clouds: Different turbulence
models, which ore o key problem  in dispersion, were ossessed with o three-
dimensionol computer progrom. A fost running one-dimensionol  prototype
of o dispersion code wos developed, ollowing the prediction of two-
dimensionol wind tunnel experiments (ushollow loyep) model).
Explosion Hozords:  First promising results were obtoined in the numericol
simulotion of reoctive  tronsonic flow os it occurs during deflogrotion/deto-
nction processes, A two-dimensionol  pilot version of the computer progrom
ollows occurote trocking of flow discontinuities  (e.9, shock woves) ond their
interoction with obstocles,
r$i'ffi
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The Instifufe fol Sofely Technology
(sT)
I Environmenlol Fluids Dynomics ond Pollulion
In close ossociotion with the Institute  for Remote Sensing Applicofionsthe
seo modelling octivities succeeded in describing numericolly the
phytoplonkton dynomics  of the Adriotic Seo
I Nucleor lslond
In the nucleor islond (the port of the lspro site, where the nucleor focilities
ore concentroted)  operoted by the Institute  for Sofety Technology three
new loborotories  for woste, fusion ond sofeguords  octivities ore neor
completion ond hove mode substontiol  progress  in their licensing proce-
dures. More detoils ore given in section 3,3 (Lorge Instollotions).
Ro d io acf ive W asf e M o nage menf
Commissioning  of the PETRA focility coniinued identifying the criticol oreos
for increosed performonce ond plont flexibility, toking into occount cus-
tomer requirements,  in porticulor the specificotions proposed by ENEA
under the existing controct,
Both the onolyticol hot-box ond ihe pneumotic link-up wiih the rodiochem-
istry building were commissioned. The computerised  process control system
hos been updoted, tested ond mode operotionol.
Meosurement  of low ond very low Plutonium  contents  in woste drums: the
neutron signol frequency distribution  of cosmic rodiotion ond its time vorio-
tion were investigoted ond theoreiicolstudies performed  in o bid to reduce
the sporodicolly  occurring cosmic rodioiion  when meosuring the Plutonium
in the mg ronge.
Sofeguards ond Fissile Moterials Manogemenf
The PRE-PERLA focility wos fully operotionolduring  1990. The finoloperotionol
Velocity vector field for wind-driven
circulotion  in the Northern Adriotic
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PETRA focility: Preporotion of o somple
for rodiometric  ossoy  in o hot onolyticol
box
Completing the ossembly  ond instollo-
iion of glove-boxes  in ETHEL
The Instilute for Sofefy Technology
(sr)
license hos been notified to JRC by the liolion Ministry of Industry ond
Commerce, The development  of user-friendly  instrument softwore  coniin-
ues. A gommo doto bose wos completed ond used in o performonce
exercrse,
An internotionol  workshop on Plutonium isotopic composition delermino-
tion through the MGA codes hos been corried out with help from IAEA, EC
ond US loborotories in October  I 990. A first ossessment  ond intercomoorison
of colorimeters wos corried out.
Studies were performed on neutron meosurement interpretotion models
concerning in porticulor the theory for time correlotion  onolyser  deod time
correcTrons.
Fusion Technology ond Sofety
The civil infrostructure  systems such os the building, electricol supplies,
heoting ond ventilotion ond fire detection equipment  for ihe Europeon
tritium loborotory  (ETHEL) hove been instolled ond system testing initioted. All
experimentol  ond process glove-boxes  hove been instolled in the loboro-
tory ond significont on-site testing fulfilled. Similorly, the smoll ond lorge
coissons  ore finished with only testing still needing to be done. The goseous
detritiotion  unit wos instolled  in the building All principoltritium  services  such
os the iritium mogozine ond woste conditioning  plont, together  wiih the
rodiologicol protection ond generol doto ocquisition  ond control  systems,
ore reody for instollotion. Finolly, the commissioning orgonisotion  with the
orchitect engineer  wos estoblished ond the document  of proposed  tests,
together with initiol procedures,  hos been ogreed.
ffi
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A DOAS sy$em  (OPSIS) oligned to o xe-
non lomp for meosuring  oir pollution in
N/ilon city centre.  The opticol poth  is 475
m long, its elevotion is 30 m obove the
ground, lMeosured porometers ore SO'
NO,, ozone, HONO ond formoldehyde,
,i The Environment Institute
(El)
The El of lspro executes for the Environmenfol Prolection
progromme ond portly execufes the Rodiooclive Wosle
Monogement  Progromme.
I  Environmenlol Proleclion
Environmentol Chemicols
Environmentol Chemicals Dota lnformotion  Nefwork
ln l990the EnvironmentolChemicols  Doto Informotion Network doto files on
the environmentol  fote of chemicols  hove been improved  ond extended
through o link-up with Berlin's  Umweltbundesomt;  in 
.l990 
ECDIN storted to
exchonge doto with on oquotic toxicity doto bonk developed by the
Universitv  of Minnesoto's Noturol Resources Reseorch Institute ond the
Reseorch  Loborotory ot the Environmentol Protection Agency of the USA.
lndoor Air Quolifv and ifs lmpocf on Man
Under COST oction <lndoor Air Quolity ond its lmpoct on Monv the Institute
published the report <Strotegy for Sompling  ChemicolSubstonces  in indoor
oin,, A summory report alndoor Pollution by Formoldehyde in Europeon
Countriesr is being published whilst o summory report on nheolth effects of
indoor oir pollutiono  hos been completely redrofted.
lndoor oir pollution reseorch octivity focussed on the development of
meihodologies to chorocterise pollution sources through  smoll test chom-
bers, including  modelling, A methodology to ossess orgonic  emissions from
household  products  wos developed  ond evoluoted. A follow-up  study of
volotile orgonic compounds in indoor oir on o somple of 13 homes, per-
formed by possive  sompling hos shown much lower concentrotion  thon
.l983-'l984 
reodings from the some homes. One reoson moy be the de-
creose of Volotile Orgonic Compounds  emission sources os solvent-bosed
consumer products  ore reploced by woter emulsions'
Air Chemistry
Gos porticle inferaclion processes  in fhe atmosphere
The Environment Institute  is looking of gos porticle interoction processes in
the otmosphere  in o bid to evoluote the possibilities  of using o commerciol
ffi
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differeniiol opticol obsorption  spectrometer to obtoin simultoneous infor-
molion on concentrotion  levels of pollutonts (NO' 03. HCHO, HONO) ond
chorocteristics (totol number concentrqtion of porticles, meon porticle
diometer) of liquid woter oerosols present in oir, A preliminory study on ihe
formotion  of HONO in polluted  oir in the presence of fog. wos performed in
the frome of o project oiming to onolyse the influence  of liquid oerosol on
the physicol-chemistry of some polluionts.
A detoiled study of the reoction  of dimethylsulphide  with the nitrote rodicol
wos conied out in o smog chomber ond in lorge Teflon bogs os port of the
Environment  Institute's  reseorch into the otmospheric oxidotion qnd cloud
forming properties of orgono-sulphur  compounds in the morine otmos-
phere. Methonesulphonic  ocid (MSA) ond SO, hove been found to be the
most obundont  sulphur-contoining  products, together with HrSOo  in minor
quontities. Significotive differences  hove been found in the gos to porlicle
conversion of MSA ond HrSOr.
As port of o continuing work into night-time  oxidotion of biogenic unsotu-
roted hydrocorbons, smog chomber studies on mechonism ond products of
the reoctions between the nitrote rodicol ond diolkenes were performed.
Unsoturoted corbonyl  nitrotes hove been found os moin reoction products,
controry to ihe cose of the doytime oxidotion  of diolkenes by OH rodicols,
Air Pollution - Europeon Monitoring  Network
Trocer fechnique
In the field of otmospheric tronsport ond dispersion  of pollutonts o trocer
technique hos been developed ihotcon beoppliedfrom shorttovery lorge
distonces. The technique  is bosed on o mobile loborotory, consisting of o
von equipped  to meosure perfluorocorbon  compounds collected oi ground
level ond of qltitude.  The meosurements ore bocked  by three dimensionol
ocoustic rodor doto - providing wind profile - ond by o mobile
micrometeorologicol stotion.
ffi
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The meteorologicol  informotion is then used os input doio to the vorious
otmospheric  tronsport models, producing volues of the trocer concentro-
tion which ore eosily compored with the meosurements,  The whole scheme
hqs been successfully tested on the loke district oround the lspro site ond
used on lorger distonces such os some olpine volleys under the TRANSALP-
TRACT project which is o sub-projeci  of the EUREKA  environmentol  project
EUROTRAC.
Woter Quolity
Quolity of fhe Europeon Community's  biggesf loke, Loke Gordo
Reseorch into the environmentol quolity of the Europeon  Community's
biggest  loke, Loke Gordo,wos completed.  The resultsshowthotthe  Benoco's
Estimoted trophic evolution in loke Gordo
in the lost 15 yeors (overoged)
0,1 100 T(w) (anni)  1000
octuoltrophic stote of the loke lies in the lower limit of mesotrophy. As for os
the heovy nutrientlevelswhich  stilloffectthe lokego.ofurther65o/oreduction
is needed  before the loke will reoch the finol objective  loid down by the
Lombordy  Region's  Generql Woter Cleon-up Plon,
Heovy metql ond orgonic micro-pollutont  levels in loke woter ond in some
fish species ore considerobly  lower thon those loid down os occeptoble  for
humon consumption, No significont heovy metols ond orgonic micro-
pollutont  contominotion  wos found in loke sediments, This investigotion
constiiutes on imoortont contribution  to the numerous initiotives which hove
been lounched to form o oositive oction plon for the restorotion of the Po
river bosin.
ChemicolWostes
The OIL-PCB MANAGER  (OPM) informofion system
As port of the Chemicol  Emergency Monogement decision  support system,
ihe OIL-PCB MANAGER (OPM) informotion  system  wos developed to mon-
ffi
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The Environmenl  Insfifufe
(El)
oge contoiners ond electricol devices with PCB (polychlorinoted Biphenyl)
contominotion levels obove the permitted EEC limit (EEC Directive 891677).
It is olso o support system helping decision-mokers to coordinote,  prevent
ond mitigote  emergencies  of different complexity levels: instollotions,  sites,
contoiners, oils/fluids
OPM is designed to help legolly responsible ogencies  such os regions,
provinces.  heolth outhorities  ond utilities which deolwith contoiners holding
PCB fluids. lt is orgonised in o modulor woy ond it con sotisfy the users'
chonging requirements. OPM includes o doto bose monogement  system
with on-line help menus, o flexible reporting system, bibliogrophies on
current legislotion, PCB fluids, occidents  involving reloted chemicol  com-
pounds ond o risk priority module. New modules  ore under development for
the evoluotion of operoting opporotus stotus (prevention),  for emergency
monogement ond for geogrophicol  doto representotion.
Environmentol Studies on the Mediterroneon Bosin
The MITO projecf
The Institute joined forces with scientists from ltoly, Fronce, Spoin. Portugol
ond Greece for the MITO project of microphyte  toxins, The MITO ieom hove
decided to concentrote on four mojor oreos: flow cytometry, oquotic
biotoxins,  olgol physiology ond remote sensing. A Steering Committee of
Mediterroneon Country representotives wos set up to monoge o series of
loborotory intercomporisons on criticol environmentol polluionts'
Priority will go to work on mercury, orsenic ond PCBs ond other persistent
orgonochlorine compounds ond the first test moteriols, including  tuno fish
muscle  tissues ond o mocro olgoe moteriol hove olreody been prepored.
I  Rodiooclive Wosle Monogement
The oim of the Environment  Institute octivities in this field is the ossessment
of the long term sofety of woste disposol sites. Scientists  ossess the sofety
of the different geologicolformotions  being considered  for use os woste
disposolsites in the Europeon Community.
Scientists studied the migrotion behoviour of inorgonic contominonts  in
ground woters, resulting from leoks from o geologicol repository. Speciol
emphosis wos ploced on the development of non-invosive  speciotion
methods ond on the quontitotive description  of retention  mechonisms,
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High spectrol resolution  sconner imoge
token over the Arddche,
l.i The Institule for Remote Sensing Applicotions
,i,i (IRSA)
.'- The IRSA execufes the progromme on lhe opplicotion of
remote sensing lechniques
I Moniloring  of Lond Resources ond fheit use.
The Arddche exoeriment
The Arddche experiment deols with lond-use  mopping ond lond-cover
stotistics over the French deportment of Arddche by outomotic processing
methods using moinly  LANDSAT THEMATIC  Mopper doto (30m resolution). In
.l990 the Institute used multitemporol processing to mop ogriculiurol ond
vegetotion  closses outomoticolly ond the globol results  of this work, cover-
ing some 5600 Km2 will soon be ovoiloble for the whole deportment
I Advonced imoge ptocessing
lmoge segmentotion olgorithm
A first version of on imoge segmentotion olgorithm  combining interoctive
region growing ond spectrolspotiol clustering wos obtoined. Moreover,  the
lnstiiute mode consideroble progress using orfificiol inielligence in improv-
ing imoge clossificotion,
I GlobolChonge sludies
Tropicol vegetotion burning
Being o mojor ogent of chonge ond o most importont link between
biosphere ond otmosphere,tropicol vegetotion burning wos given porticu-
lor ottention by the Institute in 1990, Comporison  between sotellite sensor
doto ot differenl resolulions  hos begun to provide guidelines for o globol
biomoss  burning monitoring  system,
I Moniloring  of Moilne Environmenl
Seo modelling
.l990 
hos been o tronsition yeor for the Globol Chonge  Studies progromme,
Monitoring  of the Morine Environment, Seo modelling ot the JRC storted
from scrotch only two yeors ogo in 
.l988 
ond in l990wos still lorgely otthe test
stoge whereby hydrodynomic  numericol exercises were done to both
fomiliorise  stoff with the ovoiloble models ond to onolyse  model behoviour,
I Advonced  Technology
Microwove Remote Sensing Activity:
the lnstitute concentroted on the development  of oll-weother remote
sensing techniques in both operotionol ond scientific work, 
.l990"s 
most
significont developments ore summorised below  :
development ond construction of the Europeon Microwove  Signoture
loborotorv'hos  continued successfullv (see section 3'3')'
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(RSA)
The Interim Microwove loborotory  wos used extensively. New opprooches
to colibrote  dispersive polorimetric signotures were investigoted ond tested,
Two ond three dimensionol  rodor imoging techniques hove been devel-
oped ond successfully opplied.
The RodorSignol Processing Focilitywos upgroded, new hordwore  compo-
nents odded ond soffwore tools integroted. The teom developed  o whole
suite of softwore  tools such os o pockoge to onolyse  interoctively multi-
chonnel rodor doio sets, which enhonces rodor feoiures ond o pockoge to
onolyse  multifrequency  polorimetric  rodor doto. When the Institute pui the
lotter in the public domoin more thon 50 groups from oround the world
responded.
The first elements of o Rodor Simulotion Workstotion  were developed,
omong them o rodor wove forest interoction model bosed on different
forest components.
The MAESTRO I oirborne  SAR compoign  continued through the doto
delivery, distribution ond onolysis  stoges. The ground doto were compiled,
tested, verified ond integroted into the doto bose EURACS.
Field Rodiometry
Anolysis  of field doto ocquired during the EISAC tests wos concluded ond
proved essentiol in thot it showed the oirborne GER spectrorodiometer hod
been incorrectly  colibroted. This wos odjusted.
Loserfluorescence remote sensing
CISE Milon delivered the oirborne loser fluorosensor to lsoro in Februorv
where it wos instolled in o tronsit von, Oil meosurements  show thot it is
possible to record ihe time resolved fluorescence spectrum with o loser
pulse up io obout 200m from the torget. These preliminory  results hove
olreody otirocted  o greot deol of interest from both scientists  ond the mojor
oil comoonies,
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Spotiolly oligned sotellite imoge of seo
surfoce  temperoture of the North West
Africon coostMarn
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The Inslifufe for Remofe Sensing Applicotions  ilt
(IRSA) riil
Neurol networks  for remote sensing imoges:
The mojor gools of the first yeor of this project were met ond useful results
ottoined under IRSA's two moin study themes:
Wind/Seo surfoce temperoture (SST)
IRSA used low resolution  sotellite ond meteorologicoldoto to produce SST
ond windfield mops of two selected sites, representing upwelling ond non
upwelling oreos, of the North-West Africqn Coost, Cop Ghir ond Copo
Blonco.  Ten smoll windows were extrocted for the SST doto set. The generic
neurql network hos been designed ond tested with the time series of SST/
windfield mops which ollowed IRSA to significontly reduce the meon pro-
duction error for SST. The tests olso indicoted the specific influence of wind
direction ond intensity on the behoviour  of the upwelling phenomenon.
Pottern recognition ond clossificotion of remotely sehsed imogery
Use of neurol networks  in pottern recognition  wos reviewed ond o theoreti-
col study on the suitobility  of different types to imoge clossificotion conied
out. IRSA identified bockpropogotion networks os the most oppropriote
type for its needs ond produced  relevont simulotion softwore which were
used to clossifv some LANDSAT  Themotic Mopper scenes over Fronce ond
Greece, The results indicoted thot clossificotion by ihis method wos feosible
but thot more work to optimise  network  troining ond speed up computotion
wos needed before it could be put into operotion,
Specific Research
Programmes
A spectro-temporol imoge - o typicol re-
sult in the study of o woter column  re-
sponse  to volidote the meosurement  on
oils using the loser fluorosensor
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Exploratory Research
Nlruffffru projects were finonced in 1990 of which ten
were new ond nine continued fhe previous yeor's mosl
successful projecls. The JRC's exponding  environmenlol
pollution ond food ond drug stondords qctivifies ploce
increosing demonds on chemicol onolysis techniques.
The moin ochievements of JRC Explorotory Reseorch projects in 
.l990
were:
Loborotory for Seporolion Science
Ohe Environmenf Institute)
The octivity  is reloted to hydrophylic  substonces,  biopolymers, biologicol
phormoceuticols  ond oir pollution somples, This reseorch  involves the
optimisotion of seporotion techniques  in tondem with Moss Spectrometry
to determine troce ond ultro-troce omounts of chemicols in different
motrices,
This yeor the seporotion  techniques  developed  were Microliquid  Chromo-
togrophy ond Copillory  Electrophoresis.  Both systems hove been success-
fully linked to Moss Spectrometers  using fost otom bombordment  for high
yield sofi ionisotion. The Institute reoched detection limits in thesubpicomole
ronge for peptides  ond continues work on oiher chemicol closses,
li Innovqtive Loser Technologies
for Chemicol Anolysis
(Ihe Environmenl Institufe)
The gool is to develop loser induced ionisotion ond fluorescence meth-
odologies coupled with moss spectrometry to obtoin unprecedented
sensitivity  (single otom) ond isotopic selectivity.  An experimentolfluores-
cence/furnoce  system wos ossembled  ond optimised to determine o
toxic element (thollium) in biologicolsomplessuch os humon broin tissue,
urine ond other somples,  with the detection power of 0,.l femtogroms
(.l0'u g) in l0 microlitres of solution.
For the first time on experimentol  demonstroiion wos ochieved  of o novel
photon detector bosed upon the ionisotion of mognesium in o flome.
Photons due to spontoneous Romon scottering were observed, ond ol-
lowed obsorption oscillotor  strengths down to l0-r0 (forbidden  ironsitions) to
be detected forotomic spectrol lines. Simultoneous obsorption,  fluorescence
ond ionisotion meosurements ore underwov  to chorocterise  the ionisotion
detector  in terms of quontum efficiencv ond ion vield.
On-line copillory  high pressure liquid
chromotogroph -  Fondem Moss
Spectrometry  for the detection  of troce
ond ultro-troce omounts in environ-
mentol ond food ond drug onolysis
ffiffiffi
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Innovolive  Loser Technologies  for Chemicol  Anolysis
(The Envilonmenl Inslilute)
The fifth Internotionol  Symposium  on Resononce lonisotion Spectroscopy,
jointly coordinoted  by the Insiitute of Resononce  lonizotion Spectroscopy of
the University  of Tennessee (USA) ond the Environment  Institute wos held in
Vorese from l6 to 2l September 
'1990
Neurol Network
(Ihe Institute for Systems
Engineering ond Informqtics)
Scientists believe thot computers  con leorn from experience  io perform
certoin tosks in the some woy in which the humon broin is believed to
operote; this could leod to importont odvonces towords the integrotion
of computers  into doily life Severol projects bosed on this hypothesis ore
ongoing ond hove leod to link-ups with other institutes involved  in
different osoects of computer science.
O  ApplicationtoTime'SeriesAnalysis
The scope is thot of performing  uni- ond multivoriote time series onolysis on
doto somples  by Neurol Network (NN) technique, A softwore pockoge for
systemotic explorotion  of the NN-copobility  hos been implemented  Appli-
cotions to doto bonks on industriol conjuncture for multivoriote time series
forecosting  hove been performed,
O  Applications lo Remote Sensing lmoges
(in cotloboration wilh lhe lnstilule for Remole Sensrhg Applicalions)
Remote sensing imoges contoin informotion not directly occessible to
normol stctisticol  onolysis but often opprecioble by the humon broin not
sight,, Doto sets olso include spotiol, temporol ond spectrol  potterns
recognisoble  only ofter extensive  doto hondling ond in future the doto sets
will become even more complicoted ond extensive.
Exploratory Research
lmoge clossificotion  using neurol
network techniques
#;ffffi
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Neurol Netwolk
Ohe Inslifufe for Syslems Engineering  ond Informotics)
Two opplicotion studies ore underwoy  with very encouroging results. One
depends  on o time series of the upwelling phenomeno off Northwest  Africo
(wind field ond seo surfoce temperqture), ond the second uses spectrol
doto from Londsot ond Spot for clossificotion purposes.
C  Exploitolion of Biologicol Adoptive Syslems for Process Conlrol
(lnslilule for Systems Engineering  ond lnformotics)
The objective  is to perform o comporotive  study of three odoptive tech-
niques of o <biologicolr  noture for the control of dynomic  processes.  The
three odoptive techniques which hove been siudied on o number of
benchmork exercise  ore the Genetic Algorithm, the Neurol Networks  ond
the lmmune Network,
A working group on Biologicol Adoptive  Systems hos four members: JRC -
lSEl; Brussels  Free University;  Ecole Polytechnique,  Poris; Universitd degliStudi
diSieno.  The benchmork  exercise undertoken  consists of four cose studies of
increosing  complexity, nomely, o simple tonk, o cort-pole,  o simuloted robot
ond o pumping  system  of o nucleor plont. Eoch exhibits ot leost one of ihe
following  chorocteristics;  non-lineority, instobility,  inverse stobility, unmodelled
dvnomics ond unstructured perturbotions.
Boron Neulron Coplure Theropy
it (nstitufe for Advonced Mqferiols,
Petlen/lnstitute for Sofety Technology)
The clinicions sub-group of the concerted Action of the Europeon
colloborotion  group on Boron Neutron Copture Theropy specified the
porometers  of the neutron beom. nomely:
- o neutron fluence >l0e n/cm2 sec;
- o meon neutron energy < 8,I keV;
- on incident gommo dose < 0.5 Gy per treotment of 3 x 
.l012 
n/cm2.
This epithermol neutron beom wos commissioned  on iime in August, ond
immediotely  the following  progromme wos lounched:
- design, construction ond instollotion  of the shielding  wolls of the irrodiotion
room;
- chorocterisotion of the epithermol neutron beom;
- stort of rodioblologicol  experiments with cell cultures ond instrumented
phontoms;
- design of the torget for Selenium production intended for PET (diognostic)
work.
The principol gool now of this project is to produce sufficient doto within
two yeors to determine the heolthy tissue toleronce in o potient during
the olonned treotment,
ffi;iliffi
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Exploratory  Research
W Acoustic Aerosol Scwenging
W&&i (lnstilute for Ttonsuronium Elements)
Aerosol porticle ogglomerotion in o
sound  field,
Encouroged by the successes of the previous yeor with the opplicotion
of o high intensity sound field to porticle ogglomerotion ond eliminotion
from stotic otmospheres, the Institute mode new in-roods in 
.|990'
- continuotion of studies under stotic conditions with higher sound intensities
(< I kw)
- initiotion of experiments under dynomic conditions
- experiments of frequencies  < 2l kHz ond employment of seed oerosols to
occelerote  coogulotion
- theoreticol ond procticol preporotion of porticle drift experiments using
Oseen Forces,
Throughout this reseorch the ITU considered industriol opplicotions'
Acoustic oerosol scovenging con be used to purify flue ond off-goses
under dynomic conditions to improve industriol  filters by pre-treotment  of
oerosols. lt con olso oid fire fighting in confined spoces ond improve
visibility in tunnelfires ond smouldering, underground rubbish dumps.
The ITU hos now opplied for o potent for its unique <ocoustic  chomber for
oerosol pre-conditioning of industriol off-gosesn,
ffiffiffi
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SIT Supporttu Communi$ Policies
JRC AT WORK FOR OTHER COMMUNITY  POLICIES
BESIOES contributing  to the Community reseorch policy fhrough
the specific reseorch proglommes,  the JRC is colled on by othet
Directorotes Genetql to colry ouf studies or plovide qdvice ond
services necesorytofurlhetthe  policiesfotwhich  they ore responsible.
Ihis work is commissioned  by estoblishing conhocfs  belween lhe
cusfomel Dilectorote Genelql ond the JRC. lt tepresents o vely
smoll but importont potf of the Commission's technicol suppoil
needs; imporfonl in view of lhe JRC's poiliculor longe of expeilise
ond ifs independent ond obieciive point of view.
The most importonf JRC contributions concern the following fields:
- lhe developmenf ond lesling of inslrumenfs ond dqlo evoluofion  methods
(of inlerest to IAEA ond the EURATOM Sofeguords  Direclorqle) for
verificotion  oclivities in EC nucleor focilities,
- the developmenl  of melhodologies which integrole remote sensing
dolo in the eloborolion of stolislics for crop ocreoge ond ogricullurol
produclion in lhe EC,
- fhe development  of moniloring lechniques lo prolect the heolth of
workers in industry ond the ossessmenl of lhe induslriol risk lo the Public,
- the proleclion of lhe environmenl in severol of ils ospecfs such os
otmospheric  pollution, wolel quoliff, dongerous ond loxic woste ond
chemicol control,
- lhe work of the loborotory for food onolysis  wifh speciol reference lo
wine ond the rqlionol use of energy ond the demonslrqiion of new
energies.
Some of these octions ole long-felm, while others involve quite
ropid responses to specific policy questions.
ln I990 JRC scienfific qnd technicql work occounfed fot l5o/o of the
JRC budget, compoted wifh 13% in 1989 qnd l0%theyeor  befote;
Figure I shows how ihis suppott wos divided omongst the vorious
Community policies.
1989  I
r 990
Energy Policy  26%
Agriculturol Policy 20%
Environmentol
Policy  22"/"
lnternotionol Co-
operotion  Policy  91"
lnformotion ond
innovotion Policy I11"
Development
Policy  47o
lndustriol Policy  3"/"
Sociol Policy  l7o
Custom Union  11"
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Somple preporotion by robots for subse-
queni sofeguords onolysis by moss
specTromeTry
Infernolionol Cooperqtion
r  IAEA Sofeguords
(CBNM, Environmenl, Sofety lechnology, Syslems Engineering  ond
lnformotics, Tronsuronium  Elemenls ond Adminisirolion Directoloie)
The IAEA Sofeguords  inspectors  receive technicol support in o lorge
voriety of disciplines such os nucleor meosurement, seoling ond surveil-
lonce techniques ond occountoncy methods, In 
.]990 
the JRC ond the
IAEA corried out o mojor review of the support work in order to concen-
trote efforts on o more limited number of tosks.
The moin ochievements ore os follows:
- o robot for the preporotion of somples  in view of their moss spectrometric
onolysis  is being instolled ot the Gotchino reprocessing plont (USSR) for
long-term field testing;
- o two week phvsicol  inventory  verificotion exercise on highly enriched
uronium moteriol  hos been orgonised ot the PERLA focility in lspro;
- severol Non Destructive Anolysis colibrotion compoigns were performed
jointlywith lAEAsioff on Plutonium meosurements  by high-resolution Gommo
specTromeTry;
- o loser prototype sconning system developed of the JRC hos been
instolled ot o spent fuel storoge pond in Soluggio. ltoly for field testing.
Furthermore,  o TV comero ond o time lopse recorder were connected to
the system ond moy be triggered  by on olorm coming from the loser
system;
- the imoge processing system for reviewing  oid, instolled of IAEA heod-
quorters which is now being tested by IAEA stoff;
- seoling systems for Mixed uronium plutonium  oxide fuel ossemblies hove
been studied ond two Ioborotory  prototypes  were constructed;
- support  wos provided to the improvement  of the IAEA sofeguords informo-
iion systems ond more porticulorly for the tronsit motching  of declorotions;
- the study of the solid spike iechnique for reprocessing input onolysis hos
hraon r-omnlcfcd ond is to be tested in hot conditions.
I  Progromme of Assistonce ond TechnicolCooperoiion
in fovour of Developing  Countries (PACT)
ttnrJar rrn rrorcement  with the IAEA oround l0 scientists, from different I  vwrvvl
developing counfries, hove spent up to 12 months ot lspro on o DG I gront,
troining in odvonced  onolyticol techniques such os otomic obsorption
spectrometry,  X-roy f luorescence spectrometry ond instrumentcl  onolyticol
chemistrv.
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Yeorly overoge temperoture of the
Centrol Eost Atlontic Oceon for ]983
Such Doto is o cleor indicotor  for the
coostol upwelling  phenomeno off the
N,W. Africon coost, cunentlv  under studv
Inlelnolionol  Cooperotion
f  Applicotion of remote sensing fo morine ploductivity
(Remole Sensing Applicofions)
Applicotion of sotellite imoges hos been concentroted on Globol Areo
Coveroge (GAC) imoges from NOAA sotellites. All ovoiloble GAC imoges
from Jonuory l98l to December 
.l984 hove been processed  into monthly
composites of Seo Surfoce Temperoture mops. Together  with the wind doto
which hove been processed for the some period they constitute  o unique
doto source for meso- ond lorge scole studies  of oceonogrophic  conditions
in the oreo. This doto set is exomined within the colloborotion  ogreement
with Morocco ond simultoneously  used for network opplicotions  of the JRC,
The softwore for processing  AVHRR doto hos improved  ond is now in o stoie
thotshould  ollowforwiderdistribution. Negotiotionswith  softwore distributors
were due to be finolised.
A joint project with the University of Los Polmos leod to the first systemotic
ossessment of the oceonogrophic  conditions  in the woters sunounding the
Conory lslonds. Seporqte studies ore conied out on the woke effect in the lee
of the islonds ond on the chorocterisotion  of the turbulent <giont filoment'r in
the Coo Blonc oreo.
Work with Morocco hos been stepped up, In 1990 the Institute ond Moroc-
con scientists  jointly reseorched  the production ond onolysis of GAC dotq
ond meteorologicol doto,drew up pilot projects to study oquiculture ond
mocro olgoe, ond set up numerous  oceonogrophic  compoigns for 1991.
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Vocuum  ond inert gos hot press (mox.
temp. 'l800'C,  pressure 22 tons) used for
ceromic processing ond ceromic joining
Industriql Policy
I World Shipbuilding  Dolo Bonk
(Systems Engineefing ond Informolics)
The object of the project  is to estoblish on eosily occessible  ond inde-
pendent register of world shipping tonnoges.
I Slondords for ceromics
(Advonced  Moleriols)
The ovoilobility of stondords ond pre-stondords ot on eorly stoge of
technologlcol  development  is vitol in order to promote innovotion, the
opplicotion of the technology, morket diffusion ond occeptonce, In
l99O the Commission  mondofed  the Institute for Advonced Moteriols to
corry out o stondordizotion  progromme for odvonced ceromics. Some
forty stondords ond pre-stondords for test methods, for powders, coot-
ings, monolithic ond composite ceromics ore under preporotion
During 
.l990 the Institute's work hos helped the Commission through:
- the leodership oflond porticipotion in CEN working groups,
- porticipotion in stondords drofting ond round robin exercises,
- the orgonisotion of o urorkshop on the Clossificoiion  Sysiem for Advonced
Ceromics,
- stimulotion  of pre-normotive  R & D octions in cooperotion with Community
Bureou of Reference,
- initiotion of on interloborotory  test concerning tensile testing,
- development  ond improvement of test methodologies for mechonicol
properties ond non destructive  testing,
I  Phormoceuticol Doto Bonk
(Environmenl)
Work continued on the prototype doto bonk with stoff from the Environ-
ment Institute giving severol presentotions obout the doto bonk to
reoresentotives of other Directorotes Generol, Member Stotes ond the
phormoceuticol  industry. A feosibility study which should form the bosis
of on ogreement to construct the system hos been prepored ond
distributed.
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Ultro cleon loborotory used for somple
oreoorotion  in troce metol studies
Sociol Policy
I  Biologicol Monitoring ond Occupolionol
Exposure lo Chemicols(Environmenl)
Five monogrophs  on biologicol monitoring hove been published  in the
lost yeor. Stoff hove edited the second volume on the toxicology of
chemicols (EUR -|2029 
EN) contoining the scientific conclusions  on 2l
substonces.
I  Renol lnsufficiencies ond Troce Mefols
(Environment)
A report on the troce metcl contominotion of potients by diolysis equipment
uTroce metols in diolvsis  fluids ond ossessment of troce metol exposure of
potienis  on regulor diolytic treotment>  wos finolised ond presented  to the
XVll Congress  of the Europeon Society for Artificiol  Orgons. Other studies
concerned  the troce metol level in outopic tissue os well os in potentiol
indicotors of exposure (skin, hoir, noils), the troce metol exposure of uremic
potients  during the treotment  of the potients  with CoCO. drugs from dif-
ferent origin, ond the effect of Al toxicity on superoxide dismutose in vitro.
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One of the 5 regions (Boyern, Germony)
covered by the Regionol Inventories
study, lmoge (Londsot  TN/) ond clossifi-
cotion results ore shown  for on oreo neor
NiederboVern (courtesy of GAF)
Common Agriculturol Policy
f Applicotion  of remole sensing
to ogricullurol stotislics (Remote Sensing Applicolions)
The methods of remote sensing control hove been opplied in three
regions of the South of ltoly ond two in the North of Greece. They hove
ollowed the FEOGA to hove o much more objective knowledge of the
reol surfoces plonted with durum wheot. In October 1990 o complete
review of the methods ond results wos undertoken.  A verv efficient ond
ffiffiffi
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[/lultiple incubotor for oncerobic  bocte-
riol cultures in the loborotory for micro-
biologicolfood ond drug onolysis
Common Agriculfurol  Policy
economic method is now ovoiloble to controlthe globol doto provided
by the locol regionol or notionol bodies in o completely independent
woy, lt uses coveroge of sotellite imoges ond some limited ground
observotions. The success of these inventories induced the FEOGA to
lounch more in depth onolysis for the next two yeors where not only
globol doto of the regionol levelwould be checked bui olso individuol
stotements from formers will be investigoted.
I  Regislers ond Conlrol of Surfoces
lhrough remote sensing
The Institute  for Remote Sensing Applicotions uses either oeriol or sotellite
observotion techniques to set up registers to monitor ogriculturol sur-
foces, Tooics include:
- Olive tree register: the Insiitute offered continuous support in this field ond
hos olmost completed  its work in ltoly.
- vineyord register: os this wos o new octivity in 1990 the Institute studied the
different methods used in vorious countries  through documents,  technicol
visits ond workshops.
- citrus register: support in this oreo is just beginning ond the complete
method is being studied.
I  Loborotory for food onolysis
(Environmenf)
A first botch of 
.l50 
wines from the oreo of Fronconio  (Germony), l9B9
vintoge, wos onolyzed to evoluote the influence of geogrophicol po-
rometers,  grope voriety, grope ripening, fermentotion porometers  etc.,
on the deuterium  concentrotion  ond o doto bonk of these somples wos
instolled, Stoff investigoted the reliobility ond reproducibility of the Nu-
cleor Mognetic  Resononce (NMR) method ond orgonised  o Europeon
round robin experiment opplying the NMR-method for 
.l99.l,
To define the moin procticol procedures for the creotion of o Europeon
Doto bonk,o colloborotion  with the <Centre Europeen d'Anolyse lsotopiques
Sp6cifiouesr in Nontes, hos been estoblished. A cooperotion  with notionol
wine experts, ond notionol NMR wine lqborotories  hos been estoblished.
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An exomple  of the use of AVHRR imoges
for bush fire monitoring,  Ihe imoge  is of
the border between Guineo ond Libe-
rio, West Africo,
" : Tronsport Policy
I Aircrofl Incidenl Doto Bose
(Systems Engineeilng ond Informotics)
The Institute for Systems Engineering  ond Informotics  submitted o finol report
on the stote of ihe ort for cobin's moteriol flommobility  to DG Vll. Stoff olso
onolysed existing documents  ond corried out o first investigotion on stond-
ords for distributed doto bose svstems ouerv methods,
f  Air Tronspoil
At the request of DGs lll ond Vll, the Institute for Prospective  Technologi-
colStudies  exomined future trends foroirtronsport  in twentyto thirtyyeors
from now ond in September published  o first report <rPre-Lotos Study -
Long Term Outlook of Air Tronsportrr.
f*tf Developmenl Policy
I Applicotion  of remole sensing to ihe
moniforing  of lropicol vegetolion
(Remote Sensing Applicotions)
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions  monitors food crop produc-
tion in West Africo os well os forecosting future crop yields.
In 
.l990 the Institute corried out on onolysis of the relotionship  between
officiql crop yield figures ond vegetotion reodings derived from sotellite
doio. Scieniists  olso plon o detoiled compoign for meosuring  plonted
ocreoges in 
.l99.l.
Work into the impoct of vegetotion condition on woter resources in West
Africon river bosins wos olso odvonced, The Institute hos neorly finished
preporing  o low resolution sotellite sensor doto (AVHRR) time series for l5
mojor West Africon wotersheds ond is moking good progress with the
estoblishment of on interfoce between remote sensing doto ond existing
hydrologicol models.
The Institute continued compiling the tropicolforest  inventory. Scientists
develooed o clossificotion  procedures  for the identificotion of tropicol
forest stonds on AVHRR doto ond vorious techniques for regionol or
continentol scole monitoring  which ore to be used in Africo ond South
Eost Asio.
A detoiled study into the role of fire os on indicotor  of octive deforestotion
is under woy. Stoff hove storted to design o globol forest inventory  strotegy,
including the development  of the first ERS-l SAR doto workstotion  dedi-
coted to forestry opplicotion,
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Distribution of NO, in the Rouen-Le Ho-
vre region of Fronce (Averoge concen-
trotion volues in pg/m3 from 
.l,4,90 
to
30 6 90)
iiii Environmentol Policy
JRC provides DG Xlwith technicolossistonce  in the drofting ond imple-
mentotion of legislotion on Chemicols, Atmospheric  Pollution, Woter
Quolity, Chemicol Woste, Industriol  risk ond Mojor Accidents,
I  Chemicols
(Environmenl)
The EINECS inventory wos published  in the Officiol Journol of the EC in
June. The lspro teom worked on updoting onnex I of the dongerous
substonces directive which lists substonces subject to clossificotion,
pockoging ond lobelling rules. With o view of hormonizing procedures for
the risk evoluotion of new chemicols,  o workshop wos held in lspro with
representotives of the competent outhorities ond the chemicol industry,
To encouroge the opplicotion  of Directive 791831/EC on testing require-
ments ond testing guidelines for chemicols the Institute ond DG Xl co-
hosted o workshop ottended by representotives  of industry, reseorch
institutions  ond the Member Stotes (development of Europeon reference
soils),
Development  work ond volidotion efforts for promoting the opplicotion  of
quontitotive  structure-octivity-relotionship  in screening  chemicol risks wos
stepped up significontly ond stoff evoluoted models for the estimotion  of
physico-chemicol  properties,  environmentol  distributions ond ocute toxicity,
I Almospheric Pollulion
(Environmenl)
The Centrol LoborotoryforAir Pollution put forword on instruction  monuol
for SO, ond Block Smoke monitoring procedures  of use of EC networks.
Stoff drew out o progromme to compore the performonce  of different
ffi
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Exomples of the publicotion series
nCommunity  Documentotion  Centre on
lndustriol  Risk,
Environmenlol  Policy
NO, colibrotion methods, A test otmosphere  generotor wos set up to test
oir, the sompling monifolds of monitoring stotions ond the diffusion tubes
used in the new design of ihe Poris ond Rouen NO, networks.
I Woler Quolity
(Environmenl)
Work on stondord Oottern ond reference methods of onolyses set out in
Annexes  ll ond lll of the EC drinking woter Directive 80/778lEEC  wos
completed, os wos preliminory reseorch into new substitutes for STTP in
detergents.  Preporotory Work concerning the proposolfor o new direc-
tive on ecologicol quolity of Community  woters hos been completed,
Work on the non-point  sources of molybdenum  ond boron hos been
completed, while ihe results on the point sources of zinc, nickel ond copper
ore close to completion studies on non-point sources of Be, Tl, Sb ond point
sources of As, B, Mo hove been storted'
I Wosfe
(Environment)
A loborotory study on fost screening methods for in-field determinotion of
PCBs in woste oil hos been completed ond on orticle submitted to
nChemospherer.
I  Biofechnology Hozords
(Systems Engineering ond Infolmotics)
Advise hos been given on o number of scientific ond technicol issues roised
during the finolisotion procedure of two directives on geneticolly modified
orgonisms which oppeored on 23 April I 990, This work included porticipotion
in intergovernmentol meetings within the EC ond OECD.
preliminory  needs for guidelines  on good proctices for microbiologicolwork
ond industriol lorge scole work hove been identified.
I  Mojor Accidenl RePorling  SYslem
(Syslems Engineering ond Informolics)
Operotion of the Mojor Accident Reporting System  hos continued os in
previous yeors through onolysis of occident topologies, couses onQ
oreventive meosures. A totol of 95 occidents ore now on file ond, using
the lessons leornt from them, on EC report on preventive  policy is being
finolised.
The Community Documentotion  Centre on Industriol Risk hos collected
oround l5O0 documents ond publishes informotion in o regulor series of
documents. stoff hove finished o comprehensive report comporing  no-
tionol ooprooches with the sofety report which will be ovoiloble from the
Centre, A meeting with notionolsofety inspectors ot lspro in October looked
of the comporison  of sofety reports on LPC storoge,
ffi"*lffi
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Inodiotion focility for the production  of
the rodioisotope 68-Ge with (from right
to left) x-y-sconner,  beom diophrogm,
inodiotion  chomber, somple  holder ond
leod shielding
Environmentol  Policy
A study on emergency preporotion ond the response to mojor occidents
in the UK ond Germony  wos completed os o first step to the improved
exchonge of notionolexperiences  between the Member Stotes.
The results of the Vorese conference in 
.l989 
hove been oublished in o book
nCommunicoting  wiih ihe public obout mojor occident hozordsr  ond hqve
been the subject of o subsequent workshop in which even field experience
from pilot studies wos discussed os the bosis for guidelines. A pilot study hos
been performed  on two ltolion Seveso sites ond the results published in aRisk
informotion  needs of communities neor Seveso sitesu, A lorger study cover-
ing sites situoted  in four Europeon couniries ond oiming of o cross notionol
comporison  hos been completed  ond the results ore being ossessed.
I Stondordisotion of Quolily Confrol Protocols
for Cyclolron Produced Rodiophormoceufics
(Advonced  Moferiols)
Production of rodioisotopes for medicol  use with o Cyclotron could be
hompered by insufficient  rodiochemicol ond chemicol purity, which
could be o heolth hozord to both ootients ond medicol stoff. For this
reoson:
- the precise cyclotron energy used to produce the opproprioie nucleor
reoctions must be known to ovoid the presence  of other rodionuclides;
- the production yield must be known;
- rodiochemicolond chemicolquolity conirol must be defined.
The lnstitute for Advonced  Moteriols  is working to provide DG Xl with
protocol pre-normotive  proposols  for ollthree points in different isotope
oroductions,
In 
.l990 
the first isotopes of interest hove been chosen ond work hos been
initioted, The Cyclotron energy is being defined occurotely, with o newly
developed procedure.  Work on Go-67 ond Go-68 is olreody off ihe
ground,
I Oceon Colour Europeon Archive Network
(Remole Sensing Applicotions)
Oceon colour doto ore of involuoble  help in monitoring the morine
environment ond its bio-geo-chemicol  processes, such os olgoe, blooms
eutrophicotion events ond sediment tronsport, The tosk of ensuring
diffusion ond use of such doto hos been opprooched  in the OCEAN
project initiol phose, in colloborotion with the Europeon Spoce Agency,
Work corried out so for includes the generotion of o Europeon CZCS doto
cotologue, os well os the definition of improved doto processing  olgorithms
ond of new doto orchiving formots.  The def inition of the hordwore/soflwore
environment  for corrying out OCEAN octivities  hos being completed ond
suitoble  workstotion systems hove been instolled  of lspro ond the Eurooeon
Spoce Agency. lmplementotion of this softwore system to produce imoge
doto (integroted wiih geometric ond otmospheric porometers from those
in stotion). hos ollowed doto processing ond orchiving  to stort.
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A CZCS imoge of the Southern
extent of the Boltic Seo, token
in the summer when the woter
temperoture  is high (17-20'C),
shows o greot concentrotion of
pigments covering  o lorge oreo
Environmenlol  Policy
Work on the softwore needed to derive morine environmentol  porometers
from the imoge doto wos olso storted,  Following  the estoblishment of on
ocEAN project expert group, o first core somple of opplicotion demonstro-
tion projects wos selected io provide requirements ond guidelines for the
mrrqq nroch rr:tion of such volue odded doto, The diffusion of informotion on
' 
|,vvw  Y,vvvv"v' 
i  \
the ocEAN project hos continued with presentotions  ot o number of
conferences ond seminors,
I  Corine Lond Cover: Melhodologies for Lond Cover Mopping
ond Revision by Remole Sensing
The corine projeci hos estoblished o methodology  for o Lond cover
doto bose which hos provided lond cover clossificotion  for selected
oreos in Europe. The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions  is currently
updoting both its informotion ond iis doto gothering methods. In 1990 in
porticulor the Institute issued computerised  visuol interpretotion  methods
to uodote the Corine Lond Cover doto bose of Portugol.
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I  Rodiooclivify Environmentol Moniforing
(Environmenl)
The Rodiooctiviiy Environmentol Monitoring Doto bonk wos used to
produce the monitoring report on environmentol  rodiooctivity  I 984-l 986
ond estoblish guidelines for the 
.l987-.l989 
report,
About 3000 pieces of source doto ore now ovoiloble on-line in the REM
Doto bonk ond o pilot PC version working on more limited sets of doto hos
been distributed.
Doto on rodiooctive dischorges from nucleor instollotions  for the 1977-1987
period hove been ossembled in o PC-bqsed  doto bonk. An inventorv of the
monitoring  networks  of Member Countries hos been presented to notionol
experts qnd o criticol onolysis is under woy.
ilfi Community Bureou of Reference
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements  continued its support
through storoge, control ond distribution of BCR reference moteriols. lt
produced reference moterio  ls for two sediments, two soils o nd mi lk (troce
elements)  os well os studies on fly osh (dioxin), liver (vitomins), oronge
juice (sugors, ominoocids), grope juice (sugors, ominoocids), port-wine
(numerous component)  ond milks (dioxin).
l
Non-nucleor ref erence moteriolst
hondled in support to the "Bureou
Communoutoire  de R6ference (BCR)
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..,i Informqtion ond Innovotion Policy
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols (lAM) hos been moinly concerned
with the conclusion  ond evoluotion of the moteriols dotobose demon-
strotor progromme, In this context o new fromework  for pre-normotive
work hos been developed to support the Commission  ond provides o
new opprooch to scientific ond technologicol informotion, Dubbed
Informotion Engineering, the new opprooch meons thot informotion con
be integroted into modern computer  systems ond used to exchonge
doto between them. Proposols for cooperotion between DG Xlll ond the
Institute hove been developed  from these new ideos, The results of the
demonstrotor  progromme were presented of severol internotionol con-
ferences,
The Institute for Systems Engineering  ond Informotics  (lSEl) hos continued
its scientific ond oromotionol ossistonce to vorious internotionol  network
projects. nomely:
- lX I pon-Europeon  bock-bone network
- ERCOFTAC (Europeon Reseorch  Community  on Flow,
Turbulence ond Combustion)  pilot centres
- high speed networks for corporote ond public use (ESPRIT-2).
In the oreo of Applicotions of Softwore ond Knowledge Engineering,
contribution wos given to two projects, nomely:
- KWICK, on Intelligent Agents System for the integrotion of muliimedio
engines operoting sysiem functions, for which ocquisiiion  of doto for the
first phose of prototyping ond functionol definition of the envisoged
Supervisor ond softwore environmenf  were mode.
- ARCHON,  on orchitecture for cooperotive  expert systems in o series of
industriol  process control opplicotions. Development  wos storied on the
Mon-mochine  Interfoce Loyer of ARCHON  Virtuol Mochine'  In porticulor, o
prototype of the User Interfoce  Agents of the Mochine  wos set-up.
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Climotized colibrotion of photovoltoic
reference  modules
ffi Energy Policy
I  Rofionol use of energy ond new energies
(Systems Engineering ond lnfolmotics)
The Institute for Systems Engineering ond Informotics continued  its work
into energy conservotion ond the rotionol use of energy in smoll ond
medium size enterorises, Three doto boses hove been creoted to con-
toin the doto of the energy bus progromme.  Appropriote coding systems
hove been developed  to be used on o Europeon bosis.
In the building sector. in relotion  to DG XVll'STHERMIE progromme,34  project
proposols  hove been evoluoted. Reports on problems reloted to <the
replicotion  of demonstrotion  projectsr ond uPopulotion  weighted  Degree-
Doys for Member Stqtes,) hove been prepored.
Scientific ond technicol ossistonce is provlded to the monogement of
DG XVll's photovoltoic ond solorthermol  demonstrotion  projects, includ-
ing monitoring instollotion performonce,  doto entries into the SESAME
Doto bonk ond the evoluotion of new proposols,
Under the VALUE progromme the Institute  is currently tronsferring tech-
nology on the monitoring ond telemonitoring of solor systems to Greece
using technology  from lspro (see poge 9B),
I  Nucleor Sofeguords
(Systems Engineering ond lnformotics, Sofely Technology,
Tronsuronium  Elements, CBNM, Administrolion Direclorole,
Environmenl)
The moin onolyticol support octivities  in support to the EURATOM Sofe-
guords Directorote ore os follows:
- A K-edge densitometer wos set up ond put into operotion of Lo Hogue; the
performonce of other US-built models is being tested. Plons for on on-site
loborotory were ogreed ond vorious prototype equipmentwos  buifiond tested;
- o lorge number of Uronium,  Plutonium ond speni fuel soluiions were
onolysed;
- the CBNM continued its ECSAM quolity control progromme which oims to
mointoin o high level of Sofeguords meosurement  reliobility. Results were
obtoined for UO, powder, UO, pellets ond urqnium nitrote solution;
In the field of instrumentotion development  ond doto evoluotion meth-
ods the moin ochievements ore the following:
- Two Phonid instruments  for the ossoy of lorge uronium  somples ond o
gommo specirometric system for ihe ossoy of MTR fuel ossemblies  hove
been delivered  to ihe Sofeguords Directorote (DG XVll) including  o new
doto evoluotion system.
- Softwore for the evoluotion of meosurement  doto coming from neutron
coincidence inslruments hos been delivered. This is used forthe ossoy of Pu
somples ond for the estoblishment of o meosurement  doto bose for non
destructive neutron/gommo meosurements  combined with onolyticol
doto,
- Defoiled neutron flux colculotions  were performed to study the feosibility
of meosuring spent fuel in cosks of reprocessing plonts.
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- 8 troining courses for the use of non destructive  instruments ond opplico-
tion of rodioprotection  rules were provided, A new physicol  invenrory
verificotion exercise  on Pu moteriol being prepored,
- Generol support is provided to the sofeguords  Directorote  in the field of
rodioproiection ond reguloiions of sofety otwork, by performing frequenr
visits to nucleor instollotions wiihin EC ond for in-field poientiomernc
onolysis of U somples  in fuel fobricotion plonrs.
- Ultrosonic seoling bolts for spent fuel cosks were designed ond field tested
of two reprocessing sites ond one reoctor.
- A new system for outomotic  verificotion of E-metol  seols hos been con-
structed,
- A new computer oided surveillonce  system hos been designed ond video
multiplexers  ond opticol disks for imoge storoge were tested.
- Severol doto boses ore belng prepored  for the monogement by the
sofeguords Directory of the tronsport of moteriols or instruments ond for
mointenonce of video systems or components,
- A moteriol occountoncy system MADES  hos been studied ond is now
being tested oi the Sofeguords Directorote,
Cusloms Union
I  Enobling lmporl Regulofion
(Environmenl, Sofely Technology)
Under this heoding scientists help check imports so thot the right customs
toriff con be imposed.
In 'l990 the Environment  Institute ot lspro helped identify vorious undefined
imports of orgonic ond inorgonic moteriol ond offered technicol bock-up
to enoble implementotion  of EC Regulotion 2340186 on chemicol ond
biologiccl subsfcnces.  Stoff olso helped with the quest to find o relioble test
for storch purity.
The Sofety Technology Institute mokes ovoiloble  technicol support ond
porticipotes  in meetings of the Custom Duiy Free Committee, in which
controversiol coses ore reviewed, obout the scientific instruments imported
from non-Community  countries,  which ore exempt from custom dutv when
they ore used for scientific  reseorch ond hove high scientific volue, pro-
vided there is no equivolent  instrumeni  with the some chorocteristics mode
in the Communitv
The dossiers onolysed  ore those for which the customs of the community
countries refused the exemption of duty, In oddition o continuous support
wos provided  for ihe Legol service in connection with lost development of
jurisprudence  in the field of UNESCO  exemotions,
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Forword Studies Unit
The Institute for Prospective Technologicol Studies ossesses  currenl per-
ceptions  of the greenhouse effect, looking of both scientific consensus
on it ond the role of energy in the produciion  of greenhouse goses, Two
reoorts uscience ond the Greenhouse  Effectl ond nTechnologicol  Re-
sponse Options to the CO, lssue' were preporeo'
= Oiher Support octivities by the lnstitufe for
'', I Prospective lechnologicol Sludies
The Institute for Prospective Technologicolstudies  hos olso contributed
to the formulotion of the DG Xll ond JRC science policy in other woys:
- the lnstitute storted o study on cross interoction of horizontol ond veriicol
technologies.  First results  of o report wriiten under controct with the nEcole
des Mineso  were presented to the Director Generol of DG Xll: trConcept of
technologicol interfoces ond their role in competition, contribution  to
Europeon Science ond Technology  policyn;
- in preporotion  for discussions  on strotegic Plonning  for the JRC (JRC 2000)
the Institute ossessed the expected stote of technology  in ten yeqrs time'
Three documents  were drofied nomely:  aThis world Around usu, <science
ond Technology  lssuesn ond <S/T Assessmentsn.
The Institute orgonised numerous seminors ond workshops for severol
Commission deportments: on Aeronoutic  Reseorch, the Long Term
Outlook of Air Tronsport,  on Energy Conservotion ond on Forecosting
Technologicol Innovotion.
ffi
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WOnf for third porties bring o closer contocl with the
,,reol,, world, provide o meosure of the JRC's competi'
fiveness ond o volorisofion of existing potentiol odditionol
income.
Figure 2 shows the JRC order book os well os omounts invoiced ond
poyments received. Further detoils ore provided in Toble I below'
Figure 2 *R \lf:t/&
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Instrumentotion  of the ISOLDE exoeriment
(lodine  SOLubility ond Degossing Experi-
ment) on pre-irrodioted  PWR fuel rods
View of the pool side focility of the High
Flux Reocior  (HFR), Petten
d+i Exploitotion of the High Flux Reoctor
ii{i Ohe Inslitute for Advonced Moleriols, Petten)
In 
.l990 
the reoctor operoted well - close to l00o/o of scheduled operoting
time. Occupotion of irrodiotion  positions wos between 70 ond 8O%.
As in previous yeors the reoctor wos lorgely used to irrodiote fuel ond
structurol moteriols ulder steody-stote  os well os tronsient ond specified
lood conditions for LWRs, HTRs ond LMFBRs ond for rodiotion domoge
investigotions  for prospective  first woll moteriols ond tritium behoviour in
prospective breeder moteriols for fusion reoctors,
For these projects,  the Institute operotes irrodiotion focilities,  comprising
woter supply ond conditioning systems, sweep gos focilities  with the option
of on-line determining of fission product ond tritium releose ond sophisti-
coted in-pile creep devices. The beom tubes ore used extensively  for
nucleor  physics ond moteriols reseorch. Neutron rodiogrophy ond octivo-
tion onolysis services hove been provided for externol clients.
The following ochievements stond out:
- first in-pile test to investigote iodine releose from PWR fuel under loss of
coolont occident conditions;
- increose of rodioisotope production for medicol ond industriol  opplico-
tions;
- in-pile inodiotion of Pb-l7 Li eutectic olloy to investigote on-site tritium
production, recovery ond permeotion in breeder ond structure  of o fusion
blonket;
- ossessment of feosibility of building o lorge silicon doping focility;
- controct signed with the Europeon  Spoce Agency to study the opplicotion
of neutrol rodiogrophy to spoce components technology.
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Experimentol  orrongement  for ongulor
correlotion  experiments of the 7 MV Von
de Grooff  occelerotor
The Instituie for Prospective Technologicol Studies
The Institute reviewed the stote of the ort of thermonucleorfusion  forthe
Germon Federol Ministry for Reseorch ond Technology.
The finol report entitled  <A criticol literoture  Survey on the prospects for
thermonucleor fusion energyD wos delivered in August  1990'
iti The Cenfrol Bulequ for Nucleqr Meosurements
The r37Cs ond 6oCo contents of conditioned rodiooctive  woste borrels
from Belgion nucleor power plonts were ossoyed using the segmented
gommo-roy sconning method for NIRASi  ONDRAF. Softwore outomotion
to reduce the number of stoff needed to onolyse routine meosuremenls,
storted,
Low energy X-roy reference sources with different exchongeoble
fluorescer foils were prepored ond ore now on sole.
For the Rodiobiologicol Deportment of SCK/CEN the CBNM performed
two neutron irrodiotions of blood somples using the cN-7 MV Von de
Grooff.
{ffii{d##j
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Post-inodiotion exominotion of fuel rods.
Decontominotion  operotions inside o hoi
cell
The Cenlrol Bureou tor Nucleor Meosurements 
;,qli$
Plons to inodiote mice ore being discussed. An irrodiotion  position ot the 7
MV Von de Grooff wos prepored for neutron irrodiotions of silicon somples
from the University of Rome, which ore to be used os detectors in on
experiment  oi CERN. lrrodiotions storted of ihe end of 
.l990.
The Regulor Europeon Interloborotory  Meosurement  Evoluotion Pro-
gromme on onolyticol quolity control, which the CBNM performs for
loborotories within ond ouiside the EC. continued,
Results from UO, powder, UO, pellet ond uronium nitrote solution were
evoluoted. The preporotion ond chorocterizotion of MOX, spent fuel ond
synthetic input solutions, ond plutonium nitrote solutions for further exerclses
storted.
For externol cusfomers the CBNM corried out o number of onolyticol ond
other services, 42 orders for speciol somples, torgets, ond 26 for reference
moteriols from vorious industries ond reseorch  loborotories  were com-
oleted.
In porticulor  the Bureou prepored obout 4000 reference somples (plostics
with four different levels of Cd troces) for the Germon nVerbond der
Automobilindustrie,  e,V,r. Certificotion  using isotope dilution  moss
spectrometry  is in progress.
it*.''ti The Instilute for Trqnsuronium  Elemenls
:iliiir--t
In I 990 the Institute for Tronsuronium Elements worked on controcts for I 3
clients, 7 controcts were under negotiotion  or hove been signed with
work to be storted in l99l, The toiol volue of controcts signed in 
.l990
omount to 3.8 Mioecu,
Mojor controcts under woy deol with:
- the preporotion ond chorocterisotion of olloys which contoin minor octi-
nides (Np, Am. Cm) os port of o multionnuol controct to look into the
possibilities of nucleor incinerotion of long-lived nucleor woste constitu-
enTs;
- the onolysis of oxide fuel residues from reprocessing solutions;
- the post-irrodiqtion onolysis of UO' UO2lGb2O3, ond mixed uronium pluto-
nium fuel rods from commerciol pressurised ond boiling woter reocrors;
- the post-inodiotion  exominotion ond chorocterisotion of fuel rods under
on internotionol  fission product releose reseorch project;
- the purificotion, conditioning  ond onolysis of corbon contoining mixed
uronium plutonium fuel.
In oddition, the Institute wos poid to perform electron microscopic
studies ond meosurements of oxygen potentiol on irrodioted fuel som-
ples, Controcts to onolyse non-irrodioted nucleor fuel somples ond to
provide ultrosonic  sensors for in-pile fueltemperoture  meosurements ore
being negotioted.
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Experimentol  set-up for the thermo-
mechonicol  fotigue  testing of odvonced
gos turbine blode olloys
i,i The Institute for Advonced Moteriols
The introduction of third porty or controct reseorch into the Institute for
Advonced Moteriols  hos required deliberote efforts to chonge ottitudes
ond the opprooch of oll levels of the Institutes scientific ond odminlstro-
tive work force, A chonging ottitude to the culture of science ond
technology ond the recognition of the importonce of the morket ploce
con now be discerned even omong those who hove long been commit-
ted to ocodemic reseorch.
Advonced  moteriols  reseorch  revenues omounted to LO Mioecu in 
.l990
ond o further volume of 14 ogreements  omounting to 0,35 Mioecu were
controcted.
Controcts  covered o voriety of industriol sectors, for exomple  oeronoutics,
outomobiles,  energy, chemicols  ond moteriols.  Similorly,  in oddition to the
supplementory  Progromme budget, the HFR netted revenues of I .l Mioecu
for irrodiotion services such os isotope production, minerol irrodiotions  ond
oeronoutics opplicotions. The totol volume of on odditionol 7 controcts
signed in 1990 omounts to 0.970 Mioecu, bringing the Institute's totolnumber
of controctsto40, Theorderportfoliofor l99l,forboth  sectorsof the lnstitute,
shows on increose in revenues in 1991, on l99O
#fl
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Photovoltoic modules  domoged during
CEC Soecificotion  503 ouolificotion tests
iii The Institute for Syslems Engineering ond Informotics
ln 
.l990 
the Institute tested photovoltoic devices ot its Europeon Solor Tesl
Instollotion for clients from ltoly,Germony,  Spoin, United Kingdom, Swit-
zerlond, the US ond Jopon,
Undero controctwith the ltolion Ministryforthe  Environment,  the Institute
worked on o definition of the functionol requirements  of informotion
systems, for the monogement  of the Po River Moster Plon ond industriol
toxic woste.
Consideroble progress wos mode on o controct to onolyse ENEL compo-
nentdoto for reliobility; lSElcorried out on explorotoryonolysisof  the doto
supplied by ENEL ond stored in the Component  Event Doto Bonk,
Stoff identified  ond investigoted  outliers. Reliobility  porometers  for o first set
of components were inferred ond compored  wiih onologous porometers
thot hod been ossessed  for other Europeon plonts.
Furthermore, the Institute implemented  o cognitive model of o signol
decision moker on o blockboord orchitecture  (ESPRIT 2 Bosic Reseorch
Action 3.l05 MOHAWC); it implemented the RAMINO prototype  expert
system for the enhoncement  of inspection  (BRITE Project P2124-87) ond
developed o unique identificotion system for spent fuel storoge cosks.
ffi,-?.ffi
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iiif The Inslitule for Sofety Technology
The Institute hos mode substontiol efforts to identify its morket ond to
improve its internolorgonisotion  to bettersotisfythe needsof clients, One
of the mojor chorocteristics  of the Institute  is its responsibility to design,
construct ond operote olmost unique focilities, Consequently  potentiol
customers were oddressed ond positive results ochieved  for the use of
hotcells  in the nucleor isle ond forthe execution  of reoctorsofetyreloted
tests in the FARO focility.
However, so for morkeiing  hos been less successful with the chemicol
industry.  200 medium size industries were contocted  in Northern ltoly but
detoiled discussions  storted with only l2 of them.
Another oreo of IST expertise which wos exploited is the development of
colculotion codes. Controcts were signed under which the Institute
provides procticol ossistonce to notionol orgonisotions  in improving their
models ond codes.
The Environment Instifule
The Environment Institute wos engoged in o number of voried controcts
in 
.l990.
For the Sponish Agency for Rodiooctive Woste (ENRESA), the Environ-
ment Institute chorocterised groundwoter ond inspected boreholes ot
the El Berrocol  site, Loborotory  reseorch into octinide tronsport through
rock motrix ond froctures continued.
Work on the Atmospheric  Tronsport Models Evoluotion  Study, o controct
held jointly with the Internotionol Atomic Energy Agency ond the World
Meteorologicol Orgonisotion  progressed significontly.
A droft report wos submitted to the ATMES Steering Commitiee ot the end
of the yeor, with the finol report expecied during the first holf of l99l '
Under controct with the Umweltbundesomt,  Berlin, the Insiitute col-
lected ond processed ecotoxicity doto on 1500 chemicols from its
Environmentol Chemicol Doto Informotion  Network files, os well os
informotion  on other chemicols  from externol sources.
ln June the Institute storted work under o controct with ltoly's Lombordy
Region, A bose document concerning  the procedures for operotion ond
colibrotion of oir pollution monitoring stotions ond networks ond for doto
ocquisition ond onolysis hos been prepored ond 5 monitoring  stotions
hove been surveyed.
Another controci with the Lombordy  Region, to run the first Higher Civil
Protection Schoolcourse, finished in June.
Forty five students ronging from coordinotors  of civil protection operotion
centres to sofety monogers from the public ond privote sector followed the
AAI  ITQA
ffi
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Spotiol di$ribution of chromium in Loke
Mulorgio  (Flumendoso system),  Sordinio,
Itoly
Under o controct with Ente Flumendoso.  the Institute found o number of
troce metols in the sediments of Flumendoso, Mulogorio ond Simbirizzi
lokes, which could orove hozordous if the lokes were used os reservoirs
for drinking woter,
The Institute meosured volotile orgonic compound  levels in the Euro-
peon Porlioment's  Brussels ond Strosbourg buildings os port of o 4-yeor
project to control indoor oir quolity,
rng Er,fkg
1l = 15e
tgtt,lB-30e1
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Participation in EIIREKA Projects
Tne f Unf KA Initiolive is o tighf fromework which supports
ond encourqges oulonomous internolionol porlnerships
lo develop innovotive producls qnd services. ll involves
componies ond reseorch institules from | 9 counlries plus
the Commission of the Europeon Communities. Since
1985, neorly400 projects worfh over 7.6 billion ECU hove
been lounched by olmost 2,000 porlners.
JRC porticipotion  in EUREKA projects increosed in 1990. Todoy the JRC is
involved in EUROTRAC, FORMENTOR,VISIMAR  ond LASFLEUR ond plonsto
porticipote in ALPSoLAR,  Vibrotion Meosurements using Loser Techno-
logy ond EUROENVIRON,
,,, Sysfems Engineering ond Informqtics
The Institute for systems Engineering ond Informotics is involved in
FORMENTOR  which wos originolly lounched  by French ond Nonvegion
portners, The lnstitute entered os o full member  of the consortium  of the
beginning of 
.l989. 
ot the onset of the development  phose.
This EUREKA project oims io develop on on-line expert system to provide
odvice to operotors of complex mon-mode syslems in potentiolly  hozord-
ous siiuotions,  severol work pockoges hove been initioted especiolly con-
cerning the so-colled  meihodologicolstreom,  Two pilot opplicotions hove
been storted: one concerning o chemicol process plont ond one in the
oerospoce field.
The Institute is exploring the possibility of porticipoting in the Austrion-
Germon  ALPSOLAR project (EU 333) which oims to devetop electric
generotors using photovoltoic  solor coptors speciolly designed to func-
tion in the meteorologicol  conditions  of the Alpine environment.
Porticipotion  in the EUREKA No, 383 <Vibrotion  Meosurement  using Loser
Technology,  is being negotioted ond work is expected to stort ot the
beginning of 
.l99.l,
The project's oim is to develop instruments to meosure vibrotion  in situotions
where o tronsducer connot be mounted on the vibroting object - for
instonce the shoft of on engine or the diophrogm of o loudspeoker.
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jiiii Environment Instilute
,'i.n
The Environment lnstitute  is involved  in two EUREKA environmentol projects,
EUROTRAC (EU 7) ond EUROENVIRON  (EU 330)' These ore both "umbrello
projects", which function  os long-term ideos-foctories, developing ideos
for specific "doughter" projects,
EUROTRAC deols with the woy pollutonts ore tronsported  ond trons-
formed in the upper otmosphere,  while EUROENVIRON  tockles the more
down-to eorth issues of woste, pollution ond cleon technologies ot
ground level,
Within EUROTRAC the Institute contributes to the sub-projectsTRACT,  BIATEX,
JETDLAG ond LACTOZ.
- TRACTwos focussed  on o trocer field experiment  in the Ticino oreo to ossess
the tronsport of otmospheric pollutonts  in the Alpine region. ltolion, Swiss
ond Germon loborotories  ond the JRC were involved in the meosuring
compoign,
- Under BIATEX. the Institute contributes to o study on the emission ond
concentrotion meosurements of biogenic hydrocorbons  (monoierpenes)
ond corbonyl compounds in forest oreos.
- LACTOZ looked ot vorious ospects of otmospheric night-time chemistry
porticulorly the reoction  of the nitrote rodicol with biogenic emissions from
vegetotion (isoprene)  ond the study of the No3/Nros/o.  equilibrium in oir.
- JETDLAG,  concentroted  on the evoluotion of spectrol porometers of
otmospheric  troce goses methyl chloride ond formic ocid. For ihe lotter,
the meosurement  of obsolute infrored bond intensities ond the pressure
broodening coefficient  hos been supplemented by o feosibiliiy study on
the opplicobility of o tunoble diode loser technique to the detection of this
species  in the gos Phose,
- In Aoril 
.l990. ot Gormisch-Portenkirchen,  the Institute took port in the
EUROTRAC Symposium  I 990 on <Tronsformotion ond Tronsport in the Tropo-
spherer.
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Set-up for vibrotion  meosurement  by ho-
logrophic interferometry
ffi
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Environmenl  lnstifufe
Under EUROENVIRON,  olong with ltolion, Donish ond English groups, the
Institute hos finolised its proposol on the <Development  ond evoluotion
of o mobile loborotory,, which, in mid 
.l99.l, will be submitted to the
EUREKA  Ministeriol Conference for opprovol os o full EUREKA project,
The teom intends to develop o mobile onolyticol loborotory to perform nin
fieldr sompling ond cnolysis of woste, woter ond soil contominonts.
Remote Sensing Applicotions
The Institute for Remote  Sensing Applicotions is o portner in the LASFLEUR
project (EU 380), which olso involves scientists from ltoly, Fronce ond
Germony,  lt is investigoting the use of severolfluorescence poromefers
for the remote detection of vegetotion  stress.
The finol gool of the LASFLEUR project is to develop o system bosed on on
oirborne loser to collect informotion on the stote of plont heolth ocross lorge
oreos of vegetotion, By using loser induced fluorescence  signols of vegeto-
tion, conclusions moy be drown on the stote of plont vitolity. Thus, such
meosurements  moy be voluoble for the development of o monitoring
system for environmentol  domoge  forecosting  ond recovery  ossessment.
For its portihe Institute is investigoting energy tronsfer processes in phoiosyn-
thetic systems by time-resolved chlorophyll fluorescence with regord to
remote chorocterisotion of the vegetotion  by fluorescence  techniques.
From the results obtoined to dote it would oppeor thot time decoy meosure-
ments mode in the loborotory  cre oble to deiect ond onolyse fluorescence
decoy ofier excitotion  with very short loser pulses. These doto token with the
plont physiologicol  work completed this yeor shows the potentiol of this
technique for the detection  of plont stress.
The Institute hos given o new impetusto  its progrommecMonitoring  of the
Morine Environment,  by porticipoting  in the VISIMAR project
The objective of this EUREKA  project is the development of o video onimo-
tion system  for the production of video scenes ond films of morine environ-
mentol processes, bosed upon observotionol  doto ond opplying  empiricol
ond deterministic model concepts, Members  of VISIMAR  include Germony
(coordinotoD,  Finlond, Fronce, Greece, ltoly, The Netherlonds,  Norwoy,
Sooin ond Sweden.
Field meosurements  mode in support of
the LASFLEUR  octivity, using loser
spectroscopy
'{ftli:;il. i;
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Tne .lnC hqs o federoting role, regrouping scienlific re-
sources occording to schemes such os Associoted
Loborolories.
New cooperolion qgreements signed include one wilh
lhe Sponish CIEMAT (Centre for Energy, Environmentol
qnd Technologicol Reseorch) colling for colloborofion in
o brood speclrum of reseorch lhemes ond onother wifh
CERFACS (Cenlre Europ5en de Recherche  el Formolion
Avonc6e en Colcul Scientifique), Toulouse, Frqnce, on
odvonced opplicolions of informolics.
iri+ Nucleor Meosuremenls
::::;
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements works closely with o
number of reseorch estoblishments  on nucleor meosurements, including
SCK/CEN ot Mol (B), ond the University  of Gent (B) ond ILL Grenoble (F),
The CBNM hos olso linked up with the PTB Brounschweig (FRG) for o silicon
study,
Furthermore.  the Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements continued
regulor interloborotory comporison exercises on nucleor fuel under the
Regulor Europeon  Interloborotory  Meosurement Evoluotion Progromme.
;i,ii Tronsuronium  Elemenls
.;iijr,r
The Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements works with the Gotchino  Loboro-
tory of the Khlopin Institute, Leningrod, in the sofeguords field by instolling
ond testing robotized equipment  for the outomotic input onolysis of o
reprocessing plont,
The instolloiion wos developed ot JRC Korlsruhe, set up ot the Gotchino
Loborotory in October ond undergoes field testing over o ten months
period. The results will be evoluoted jointly by the Leningrod ond the
Korlsruhe loborotories.
Some 40 loborotory ossociotions exist in the field of octinide reseorch,
Exomples  ore the development of equipmeni for opticol meosuremenis on
heovy elements ond compounds under extreme  pressures with the ,tMox-
Plonck-lnstitut  fur Festkorper Forschung> in Stuttgort qnd the seorch for new
heovy fermion compounds  on the bosis of octinides with AERE Horwell,
where well chorocterized somples of high purity prepored ot the Institute
undergo low temperoture specific heot meosurements.
Polorized neutron diffroction experiments ond inelostic neutron scofter-
ing meosurements ore performed by o mixed teom of French ond ITU
reseorchers  of the Institute Loue-Longevin  in Grenoble,
ffi
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Sofeguords  onolysis. Robot for the
preporotion of somples for isotope
onolysis instolled in o glove boxand As s o ciate d Lah oratorie s
The leoching properties of power reoctor fuel with simuloted  burn-ups
hove been investigoted jointlywith  the Whiteshell Loborotories  of Atomic
Energy of Conodo, Ltd,
Experiments  to conjugote certoin olpho-emitting  rodio-nuclides (pre-
pored of the Institute) with specific mono-clonol  ontibodies ore per-
formed in colloborotion with the <lnstitute fur Genetik und Toxikologieu  of
ihe Kernforschungszentrum Korlsruhe,
lrrodiotion  experiments with odvonced fuels ore prepored ond corried
out undero colloborotive ogreementwith  the French CEA's Codoroche
loborotories,
ffi
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RWE/MAN  (Germony)  centrol most mo-
nipulotor used with UT electronics ond
crew of MAN ond SIEIVIENS, on the full
scole components of MPA (Universiiy  of
Stuttgort, FRG)  for the PISC  lll exercise
Advonced Moteriols
.':,:.:
The PISC project. which storted fiffeen yeors ogo, is one of the best
exomples of o JRC initiotive to link loborotories ond industries on o
specific reseorch topic (see 2,.l ,). This project now looks set to be finished
in 1992/1993.
Two new cooperotive projects hove to be mentioned  :
- E-MARC: The Institute for Advonced Moteriols set up o Europeon consor-
tium of mojor Europeon  reseorch  orgonisotions  involved in moteriols  re-
seorch ond development in the Netherlonds.  the United Kingdom ond ltoly.
E-MARC  represents  in totql obout 'l000 reseorchers  ond technicions in the
moteriols field ond q wide ronge of odvonced  equipment  for reseorch,
development ond chorocterisotion of odvonced moteriols.
- Joint Venture on Advonced  Cootings Centre: A Joint Venture to build ond
exploit on odvonced  cootings centre wos estoblished by the Petten-bosed
Institute for Advonced  Moteriols, ond the Neiherlonds Energy Reseorch
Foundotion,  The centre will provide R&D support on cootings technologyto
industry,
The Institute olso initioted the build up of reseorch networks involved in
odvonced moteriols R&D.
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STARS project  The Foult Tree Anolysis  Tool
performs the logicol ond probobilistic
onolysis of o foult tree, lt is on enhonced
version of the SALP-PC code
Syslems Engineering ond Informofics
The Institute for Systems Engineering  ond Informotics hos set up ond now
provides the Generol Secretoriot for three scientific ossociotions.
The Europeon Sofeguords Reseorch  ond Development Associotion (ESARDA),
founded in 
.l969, 
is presently  composed of eleven porties, covering  oll the
R&D loborotories of EC countries involved in sofeguords R&D. In seven
working  groups informotion on R&D octivities  is exchonged ond joini projects
ore monoged. At the ESARDA generol meeting in Como in Moy 1990' the
ossociotion discussed technology tronsfer  in the nucleor sofeguords field,
The Eurooeon Reliobilitv Doto Bonk Associotion  (EuReDotA).  founded in
.l979. 
hos oround 50 members, involved in Reliobilitv Doto ond Collection
from governments, industry ond reseorch from both the EC ond EFTA
Activities ore divided into project groups.
ESRRDA:  The Associotion  founded in 
.l986. 
is octuolly composed  of 36
reseorch loborotories ond universities,  The oims ore to encouroge ond
hormontse  reseorch ond development for sofety ond reliobility  of techno-
logicol systems,
Moreover the Institute  hos orgonised two consortio of loborotories ond
industry:
- The nlnstitute Clubl is for scientists involved in the field of expert system
technology opplied to life extension of power generotion plont compo-
nenTS,
- The consortium  <STARS,  is o group of reseorch ond industriol loborotories
which storted o joint venture to develop o homogeneous  set of softwore
tools to help with the vorious  phoses of sofety ond reliobility onolysis.
CERFACS  (Centre Europ6en de Recherche et Formotion Avonc6e en
Colcul Scientifique): on Agreement  hos been mode ond the oreos of
colloborotion between CERFACS, Toulouse (Fronce) ond JRC hove
been defined. The first oreos of interest regord:
- hologrophic synthesis
- reolistic visuolizotion  in continuum mechonics
All svstems hove io be developed  on SUPERNODE porollel computers.
tffii:ffi
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ffi Remole Sensing Applicotions
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions porticipotes in the EC
cooperotion  ogreement with the Europeon Spoce Agency (ESA),
The ESA/Europeon Commission  Environment ond Eorth Observotion
Working Group, which wos set up lost yeor, hos prepored joint projects
covering o ronge of subjects reloted to environmentol  reseorch ond
eorth observotions.
- Multi-sotellite  observotions ore used to ossess sootiol distribution ond
temporol evolution  of tropicol ecosystems under the Tropicol Ecosystem
Environment  observotion  by Sotelliies  (TREES) progrqmme;
- the Europeon oirborne remote sensing copobility progromme wos set up
to provide o series of sensors for oircroft which con be used by the reseorch
Communitv.
At its fifth meeting in October 
.|990 
the Working Group olso discussed the
possible use of sotellite observotions  to study desertificotion  in Mediterro-
neon countries ond in order to prepore joint initiotives  for the Europeon
Environment Agency.
Together  with ESA ond mony notionol teoms, work to set up o Europeon
oirborne remote sensing copobility continued ond o Europeon Eco-
nomic Interest Grouping wos founded. The ERS 1 pilot projects to be
storted with the lounch of ERS I in l99l hove been prepored,
Tropicol forest inven-
tory  con  be
ochieved globolly
using low resolution
AVHRR doto, Shown
here is the coost of
Sumotro with the
originol roin forest in
dork green, the dis-
turbed forest in light
green ond ogricul-
turol oreos in red.
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ffi Sofety Technology
The Institute for Sofety Technology hos set up ond coordinotes o Euro-
peon Associotion of Structurol Mechonics Loborotories regrouping  the
moin loborotories in this field in the Member Stotes, By improving  the
scientific ond technicol  bosis needed to onolyse ihe behoviour of lorge
structures subject io severe dynomic looding, the ossociotion hopes to
contribute to the volidotion of imoroved  construction  codes ond stond-
oros,
A detoiled colloborqtive reseorch progromme  is under development  which
will moke use of existing scientific resources ond high performonce testing
focilities within the ossocioted  loborotories,
ffi
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chopter outlines the three mojor resources
of the JRC:
- Humon: Both stotutory ond visiting stoff
- Finonciol: The JRC Budget
- Lorge Instollotions
ffiffi
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Restructuring and Staff Policy
Stoff Policy
The JRC oulhorized slofutory slqff omounts to 2180, including
both the scientific-technicol  qnd the odministrotive cotego-
ries. The detoiled Orgonisotion  Chort is given in Annex D.
Stotutory employees ore governed by the EC stoff regulotions, For mony
yeors the JRC hos only recruited stoff os temporory ogents ond no more
os officiols; of present5go/o  of the totolstofforetemporory ogents ond 41%
ore officiols in the scientific-technicol  ond odministrotive cotegories.
During 
.l990, 
l78 people left the JRC ond 147 people were recruited,
The Toble 2 gives the distribution of the JRC stotutory stoff by Scientific-
Technicol ond Administrotive  cotegories ond by Institutes.
ffi
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Restructuring and Staff Policy
Visiting Scienlists qnd Scientific Fellows
The JRC froins high-level speciolists through o plogromme  of
fellowships, which ore gronted lo two moin types of scientists:
- post-docforql fellows.
t'i, - postgroduote  studenfs preporing o mosfer's deglee ol o
,',t.  doctotqtg
Fellows ore given o gront for one to three yeors. Besides this type of
fellowship, the JRC hosts visiting scientists, mostly professors on sobboticol
leove ond senior scientists  for one or sometimes two yeors, Furthermore,
experts from notionol  orgonisotions  moy be seconded  to the JRC to
porticipote in selected scientific work. Finolly, people from third countries
moy work of the JRC on o gront ogreed under o Commission occord with
their countries,
Toble 3 shows where these people worked in the vorious JRC Institutes,
_-ffiii1'
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Tng .lnC is moving towords o morkel orienlofion. Whilst
lhe omounl ollocoled lo specific ond explorotory reseorch
remoins sloble, services fo olher Commission deporlmenls
ond oulside controcts conlinue fo grow. In 1990 fhey
reoched 14% ond 15% of budget respecfively.
ffi Expendilures Committed in 1990 ffi
The commitment credits fixed by the Budgetory Authority for the execu-
tion by the JRC of the Specific Reseorch Progrommes ond of the S/T
Support Activities to the Commission,  ore os follows  :
-  Specific Reseorch  Progrommes
-  S/T Support to the Commission
Totol209.08 Mioecu
Other resources for HFR operotion ond third porty work ore :
174,46 Mioecu
34.62 Mioecu
20,7.| Mioecu
.l6,08 
Mioecu
-  HFR Reoctor
(Supplementory  progromme)
-  Work for Third Porfies
(Budgetory  odvonce)
Totol36,79 Mioecu
The totol omount of the ovoiloble credits is therefore 245.87 Mioecu.
Detoils obout 
.|990 
commitments ore given in the following two tobles
covering Specific Reseorch Progrommes,  Explorotory  Reseorch, S/T Sup-
port to ihe Commission ond Work for Third Porties (HFR Reoctor ond
others),
During the budgetory exercise, on omount of 2.5 Mioecu wos tronsferred
from specific  credits to reinforce personnel credits.
This tronsfer wos necessory  becouse  :
- There hos been on unforeseen  correction in the solories of 0.6 
o/" with effect
from lstJuly 
.l989.
- Inflotion in Belgium ond ltoly rose more thon onticipoted,
- The exchonge rote between the Ecu ond the cunencies in which the
solories ore ooid become less fovouroble.
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IARGE IIVSTALIATIOI{S
I  This Chopler deols wilh lhe operotion qnd consfruction  of
I  Lorge Inslollolions ol the JRC sites.
"lfi#r Utilisotion of Lorge Instollcrtions
GEEt (CBNM)
o ACCELERATORS:
In the reporting period
- the Linoc electron beom wos ovoiloble  for 3 I 57 h for physicol  experiments;
65o/" of this time wos devoted to short pulse meosurements (< I ns).
Combined  neutron filters hove been developed to produce beoms of
intense monoenergetic  neutrons  of the Linoc,
- the 7 MV Von de Grooff mochine ron for 2096 h ond
- the 3.7 MV Von de Grooff mochine wos used for 967 h.
ISPRA
o LOBI:
LoBl is o lorge test loop for the study of obnormol behoviour  in light woter
primory cooling circuits,
In 1990, four tests ogreed with the Europeon portners were executed,
including the reloted onolysis ond document work.
o FARO:
FARO is o multipurpose focility to investigote interoctions  between  fuel
ond coolont in nucleor reocfors during severe occidents. Up to 125 kg of
uronium dioxide con be melted, to simulote o wide ronge of possible
reoctor occidents, During 1990:
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Utilisotion of Lorge Insiollolions
- two tests of the BLOKKER  Ilseries (reloted to LMFBRs) were corried outforthe
study of melt penetrotion ond freezing in rectongulor covities;
- modificotions  of the focility for the LWR progromme storted;
- o technicol informotion exchonge orrongement  with US NRC ond EPRI for
the execution of FARO  tests wos signed.
o LDTF (Lorge Dynomic Test Focility):
The Lorge Dynomic Test Focility (LDTF) hos unique feotures for testing the
influence of weldings  ond defects in moteriols on the dynomic  behoviour
of structures under reolistic geometricol ond looding conditions The
focility is ovoiloble to externol customers ond there hove been prelimi-
nory contocts with representotives of the outomobile industry'
o ESTI (Europeon Solor Test Instollotion):
The Eurooeon Solor Test Instollotion includes o complex of test focilities
supported by o teom of speciolists ond technicions principolly from the
ohotovoltoics field.
The combinotion of purpose-built focilities, speciolist stoff ond on exten-
sive doto bose constitute o unique resource which con now be used not
only for reseorch ond prenormotive  work but olso for commerciol octivi-
ties for the benefit of monufocturers.  reseorch  orgonisotions,  buyers ond
rtaarQ
ln 1990 ESTI  :
- implemented  the new Specificotion  No 503 <Quolificotion  Test Procedures
for Crvstolline  Silicon Photovoltoic Modules,;
- delivered  Quolificotion Certificoies for modules  from vorious monufoctur-
ers (Europeon,Americon,  Joponese) forthe three MW plontto be instolled
in ltoly by the ltolion Electricity Power Utility (ENEL);
- corried out vorious single quolificotion tests on prototype modules includ-
ing specific  hoil-tests for gloss, mirrors ond cor roofs;
- instolled new test focilities  (solor simulotor, climotic chomber, UV rodiotion
unit),
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Cut-owoy view of the FARO furnoce
showing the UO, melt between  the two
electrodes
Ihe Lorge Dynomic  Test Focility (LDTF)  in
preporotion  for testing reinforced  con-
creTe oeoms
An overoll view of the Europeon Solor
Testing Instollotions  (ESTI)Rrsouncrs
Large installations
Overoll view of the HFR holl, Petien
Ufillsolion  of lorge lnstollotions 
&f+!.i
o MAINFRAME COMPUTER:
The centre is equipped with o moinfrome  computer bocked up by
extensive ouxiliory equipment ond highly developed  networks linking
computers ond terminols of the centre, with occess to public doto
tronsmission  networks, computer use in I 990 hos been very similor to thot
of 
.l989 
i.e. oround 26.000 mochine units,
o CYCLOTRON:
In 
.l990 
the cyclotron ochieved o net effective time for experimentol
irrodiotions of 
.l,700 
hrs. The breokdown between octivities wos os
follows:
Specific Progrommes:
Fusion
Environment
Advonced Moteriols
Stondordizotion  of Rodiophormoceuticols (DG Xt)
Internol use:
7Oo/"
57"
87o
1 no/ lv to
7"/o
PETTEN
o HIGH FLUX REACTOR:
ln 1990 the High Flux Reoctor operoted for 278 doys, with 7b% overoge
occupotion of inodiotion positions, The breok-down by cotegory of
irrodiotion experiment is os followsl
LWR  4o/o  Solid Stote Physics  77o
FBR  10"/"  Rodioisotope production  l3o/o
HTR  127o Miscelloneous  I lolo
Fusion  287o  Internol Utilisotion  6o/o
Nucleor Phvsics g7o
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Overollview of ihe PETRA  focility showing
the three moin hot cells ond the Process
ControlSystem  (PCS)
Construction  of New Insfollotions
PETRA
Construction of the PETRA focility ot lspro terminoted in 
.l989. 
The Ministry
of Industry hos outhorized the focility up to the stort-up of the hot
operotion. During 1990 o series of improvements in the loyout were
introduced ofter components  ond systems tests; cold commissioning
tests were continued ond ore scheduled  to be completed by mid l99l ,
PERLA
The building for the Sofeguords  Performonce Loborotory PERLA is fin-
ished, The instollotion of the ventilotion ond electricol equipment were
initioted in 
.l990; 
The outhorizotion  by the Ministry of Industry is given up
to the terminotion of the instollotion. The procedure  for licensing hot
operotion  is expected to stort mid 1991.
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Large installations
A portiol view of one of the principol
oreos for performing  tritium experiments
in ETHEL
Construction work in progress  on the Eu-
ropeon Microwove  Signoture Loborotory
within the host buildino
Conslruction ot New Insfollofions  iC
ETHEL
The ETHEL project mode significont progress,  The construction of the
building wos completed  ond the instollotion of most of the infrostructure
systems wos terminoted in 
.l990. 
lndividuolsubsystems  ore expected to
be iested during the first semester of l99l,
REACTION  WALI
The construction of this focility storted in 
.l990; 
the loborotory. including
the equipment, is expected to be completed by the end of 
.l99.l.
THE MICROWAVE  SIGNATURE LABORATORY
The development  ond construction of the Europeon Microwove Signo-
ture Loborotory, controcted to o Germon firm, possed successfully the
Criticol Design Review (CDR) in Aprilthis yeor, As o result, the production
of the individuol components hos storted, In porollel, the host building for
the loborotory hos been prepored. The instollotion phose wos storled ot
lspro in November 
.l990. Allelectronic components ore reody for instol-
lotion ond the operotion softwore for the whole loborotory is under
develooment,
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of the vorious octivities ond odministrotion
of the Joint Reseorch centre,
os well os o guide to the tobles,
figures ond terms used in this Report:
- Finonciol Accounts
- Publicotions, Eurocourses ond Applicotion of Results
- Externol Relotions
- Boord of Governors ond Orgonisotion  Chort
- Index ond Glossory
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NEXES
port contoins further detqilsidi Annex A: Finonciol Accounts
Two tobles ore
provided in order
to show in more
detoils the com-
mitments mode in
I 990:
Toble 6: this to-
ble compores the
commitments
mode by eoch
objective with the
budget, the per-
sonnel expenses
being kept oport,
ffi
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similortotoble6  but
the personnel cost
hos been odded to
the cost ofeoch ob-
jeciive.
19,09
10,7$
8.52
r3.80
19.74
r0.07
1,77
37.18
12.83
I0.36
1 7.31
13.s6
p.rn,
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Publicotions
In lg90theJRC  published 821 popers,
more thon in previous yeors, The most
prolific fields were nuclecr fuels ond
octinide reseorch, followed by envi-
ronmentol protection,  The following
Toble gives the distribution of these
publicotions  omong resecrcn Pro-
grommes,
Publicotion trends over the lost six
yeors ore illustroted  in Fig 3.
A detoiled list of JRC publicotions is
published  eoch yeor, in the <Publico-
tions Bulletin>. Publicoiions in 1989 ore
listed in issue No 10 (ISSN-0254-3133),
which wos published  in October 1990,
Figure 3
Evolulion of JRC publicotions
fi e84- r 990)
Publicotions  in scientific  lournots I 
I
FUR .epo.ts
Popers presen+ed of confe'ences
Nucleor Meosurements
ond Reference Moteriols
Advcnced  M$t€rlal$
Fusion Tecfrnolcgy ond $sfety
l?eoctor $-cfety
$sdiotretive Waste Mcncgernenf
Sofeguords
ond Fissile Mot€riols  Monogemeni
Nucleor Fuels
qnd Actinide Reseolch
Reference Methods
for Structurol  Reliobiliiy
Envlronmenfol Proiection
Applicotion
of Remote Sensing  Techniques
tndusiriol  Hcrzqrds
Rodiooctivity
Environmentql  Monitorln g
Ref€rence Methods
for Non-Nucleor Energies
Sther puhlicstions
TOTAT
500
Distrlbution  of JRC publicotions
omong reseorch progrommes  in 1990
Pnblie, in
$Gisntifio
foumals
24
30
9
t0
ll
3
34
I
34
t0
9
3
I
12
l9l
Tttrl
70
97
63
74
30
15
r28
t5
I tB
52
45
12
t0
92
821
EUR Gonfereneo
Roports  paporg
739
958
846
20  44
127
39
49A
r  13
il73
636
630
3
7
19
lt6
6
2
6l
514
400
200
300
100
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Since 1974, Eurocourses of the lspro
Siie hove helped build up on increos-
ingly integroted  scieniific community
throughout the EC. They ottroct re-
seorchers,  industriol stoff, odministro-
tors ond studenis who wont to goin o
Europeon perspective  in their fields.
In 1990, the JRC orgonized eight
Eurocourses, with thot on remote
sensing techniques ottrocting the
greotest  interest,  Two-thirds  of the lec-
turing stoff were well-known  guest
lecturers from Europe ond the USA,
ond one-third  were experts from both
the lnstitutes ond vorious Directorotes
Generol of the Commission,
The courses covered the followino
subjects:
Heolth  Physics ond Rodiotion Protec-
Tron
- Fundomentols  of rodiotion orotection.
Remote sensing opplicotions
- Remote sensing ond geogrophicol
informotion  sysfems for monogement
of noturol  resources in developing
countries;
- Applicotion  of remotesensing to ogri-
culturol stotistics  crop inventories  ond
oreo frome sompling.
Chemicol ond environmentol science
- Procticol opplicotions  of quqntitotive
structure-octivity  relotionships  in envi-
ronmentol  chemistry ond toxicology;
- Sulphur dioxide ond nitrogen oxides in
industriol  woste goses; emission, leg-
islotion ond obotement.
Computer science
- Computingwith  porollel orchitectures;
- Industriol opplicotion of electromog-
netic comouter codes.
Technologicol  innovotion
- Forecostingtechnologicol  innovotion.
All courses were residentiol. Thev were
ottended by 176 poriiciponts  from
industry,  public odministroiion,  uni-
versities ond reseorch orgonisotions,
os shown in Figure 4 which olso lists the
countries represenied.
The courses moteriol is being pub-
lished in vorious volumes  which eoch
describe the stote of the ort in o soe-
cific field,
The rrRemote  sensing ond geogrophi-
col informotion  systems for monoge-
ment of noturol resources in develoo-
ing countries) course wos finonced
by ihe Directoroie  Generol for Sci-
ence, Reseorch ond Develooment
(DG Xll), the Directorote  Generolfor
Developmeni  (DG Vlll), ond the Di-
rectorote  Generol for Externol  Relo-
tions (DG l) The course losted two
weeks ond included theoreticol lec-
tures os well os procticol loborotory
troining. The Internotionol  Instituie for
Aerospoce  ond Eorih Science of
Enschede (NL) provided lecturing ond
iroining on nGeogrophicol Informo-
tion Svstems>
Attendonce on the courses deoling
with opplicotion of remote  sensing
techniques wos remorkobly high. Por-
ticiponts from vorious Commission
Services. including JRC Institutes,
mode up obout 12"/o of the totol.
Among oll the countries  represented,
Spoin hod the highest number of por-
ticipqnts.
EC Member  Counfries represenfed:
Belgium, Denmork,  Fronce, Germony, United
Kingdom, Greece, ltoly, Netherlonds, Portugol
ond Spoin,
Non EC Member  Counhies represented:
Argentino, Equodor, Guineo, Modogoscor.
Nigerio, Norwoy, Polond, Senegol, Sweden,
Switzerlond,  Thoilond,  Ugondo. Yugoslovio  ond
Zimbobwe,
Porticiponts  ond countries represented in l99O Eurocourses Figure 4
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Toiol number of poriiCiponts;  176
PadbpcntsApplicotions  of Resulls
A growing use of JRC loborotories hos
been in the promotion  of innovotion
tronsfer to industrv ond other poten-
tiol users; in porticulorforthe exploito-
tion of new potents,the development
of inventions ond the construction  of
prototypes.
As with other reseorch  orgonisotions,
it is difticult to quontify the use of
results stemming from reseorch work'
Indeed, there is no woy to meosure
the flow of knowledge from the JRC
to other orgonisotions  ond Europeon
industry precisely, Nevertheless
Chopter  2.2 ond 2.3. give on ideo of
how JRC scientific copobilities  ore
used os o bosis for the further devel-
ooment of codes ond stondords (od-
vonced moteriols, photovoltoic, me-
chonicol  structures, nucleor moteri-
ols) ond for the estoblishment  of
Community  policies, in porticulor  for
the regulotions in the environmentol
orotection field. Furthermore Chop-
Ier 2.4. highlights how lndustry con
olso benefit from the JRC scientific
resources,
A growing use of JRC loborotories hos
been in the oromotion  of innovotion
tronsfer io industry ond other poten-
tiol users; in porticulor for the exploito-
tion of new potents,the development
of inventions ond the construction  of
prototypes,
1 5 projects from Energy, Environment,
Moteriols  ond Remote Sensing fields
hove been selected bY DG Xlll ond
ore receiving o funding from the Inno-
votion Progromme, os well os o JRC
contribution of l4 stoff-yeors includ-
ing o finonciol ollocotion of 0.500
Mioecu, The fields of opplicotion ore:
l.  Electronic sPeed controller
2. Possive downword heot tronsport
3. Heot pipe furnoce
4. Object identificotion by surfoce
texture
5. lspro MARK I3A process for the flue
gos desulfurotion
6. Oxygen sensors
7. Gos encoPsulotion  in Zeolites
8, Antioxidont  for Plostics
L  Moss Spectrometer
I 0, Ultrosonic  seoling ond identificotion
techniques
I l. TITUS  ultrosonic  seols - Reference
tronsducers
12, Six colours  pvrometer
'l3. Tronsfer  of solor technology
.l4, 
Aerosol treotment with ultrosounds
15. Aspects of imoge Processing
The following ochievements ore worth
mentioning:
- o first heqt pipe furnoce  wos ordered
bv o Germon firm ond monufoctured
occording to the specificotion  of the
firm. in the JRC loborotory, Other or-
ders ore expected;
- for the oxygen sensor on odditionol
potent wos token to imProve the
stobility  of ihe meosurements;  licences
con now increose the product  quolity
ond so could meon o lorge Potentiol
morket (process  CERMAT);
- the six colour pyrometers ore still be-
ing developed bYo Germon licensee,
olong with the lnstitute for Tronsuro-
nium Elements.  The licensee is now
corrying out o morket studY;
- the tronsfer  of solor equipment moni-
toring techniques. from the JRC
lqborotory (lnstitute for Systems  Engi-
neering ond Informotics) to CRES in
Greece is progressing  well. The moni-
toring techniques will hove to be
odopted  to the specific needs of the
Greek building industry;
- o prototype instollotion for oerosol
treotment by ultrosound is being built
qt the Institute for Tronsuronium  Ele-
ments, occording to specific require-
ments of o Germon firm; o testing
progromme  using this firm's speciol
instrumentotion  is Plonned.
- the fundomentol  opticol phenomeno
reloted  to the Procesing ond Synthesis
Techniques opplied to synthesis of
hologroms hove been Potented ond
the imoge ond hologrophic process-
ing softwore  hos been imPlemented
on T-NODE comPuter.  The coordino-
tion with the other Portners of the
VALUE progromme on lmoge
Processing ond SYnthesis, nomely
CRN-Strosbourg,  University of Milono
ond Limoges, hos been undertoken
Relotions with DG Xlll were sirengih-
ened by the orgonisotion of <informo-
tion doys, of the JRC sites ond o semi-
nor ot DG Xlll in Luxembourg,
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Exhibifions ond foirs
In 
.l990 
the JRC wos involved  in vori-
ous events, including multisectoriol
foirs ond speciolized  exhibitions; To-
ble 9 gives on overview of the JRC
oorticiootion in such octivities,
Press ond public relolions
During the yeor the JRC received
importont visitors f rom the EC Member
Stotes, the Europeon Porlioment,  the
Council ond from the Commission
including  ovisitbythe  Presidentof  the
Commission.  Furthermore  from severol
countries worldwide including Jcpon
ond the USA.
The JRC hosts numerous visitors ond
meetings of its sites; on overview  is
given in Toble I0
The most significont events included
the following  visits:
- Visit of the directors from Riso Notionol
Lqborotory, Denmork. heoded by Dr.
H. Bjerrum Moller. lvlqnoging  Director.
(23 Jonuory) - lspro
- Visit of o delegotion of Joponese  Ex-
perts heoded by Mr N, Kuboto. Nu-
cleor Sofety Technology  Centre,  To-
kyo, Jopon (24 Jqnuqry) - lspro
- Visit of Messrs W, Lion ond P, Logendijk.
resoectivelv  Consuls Generol of Bel-
gium ond the Netherlonds in Milon (7
Februorv)  - lspro
- Visit of members of the United Notions
lnstitute for Troining ond Reseorch
(UNITAR Europeon Office in Genevo)
i:Fl;::ffi
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heoded by Mrs De Rhom-Azimi  (26
Februory)  - lspro
- Visit of Dr A, Lindgren.  Scientific ond
Industriol Secretory  of Finlond in Milon
(l Morch) - lspro
- Visitof  Mr P, Romito, ltolion Ministerfor
Community  Politics (,l9 Mqrch) - lspro
- Report of journolists from the
rRodiotelevisione dellq Svizzero
Itoliono>  (26 Morch) - lspro
- Visitof MrF,M. Pondolfi,Vice-President
of the Commission  of the Europeon
Communities ('l7 April) - lspro
- Visit of the ISPM Institute,  Robot, Mo-
rocco (19-20 April) - lspro
Advonced Moterlols.
Tronsr.rrqnium  Elements,
Advonced  Moteriols,
Envlronment,
-"fi.ofr:?,l'l!'
ono iio;ett iunEKA
Systems
.,il?ffilPo,
Advonced  Moteriols,
Environment,  Systems
Engineering  ond lnformotics
"*Ti"?:Pl{5,il'
Remote Sensing
Applicotions -
Tronsuronium  Elements,
Advonced Moteriols.
The Jornf Reseorch  Cenlre
TheJCIfr 
;8fll$fentre
Elyironment '
Envkonment,
Sofety Technology- Visit of Mr J, Suceno Poivo. Secretorv
of Stote for Science ond Technology
of Portugol  (27 April) - lspro
- Visit of Mr E, Sodohl. Director in the
Foundotion for Industriol Reseorch  of
the Norwegion  Technicol  University of
Trondheim  (7-8 June)  - lsprq
- Visit of o Joponese Delegotion repre-
seniing the University of Tokyo, the
Nucleor Power Engineering  Test Cen-
tre. Toshibo  Corporotion.  Hitochi  Ltd,,
Miisubishi Heovy Industries Ltd., Nip-
pon Nucleor Fuel Development Co,
Ltd, ond Nucleor  Fuel Industries Ltd.
(13 June)  - Korlsruhe
- Visit of the Budgetory Committee of
the Council ('l5 June)  - lspro
- Visit of Mr, A,Li6nord,  Minister  for EnvF
ronmentol Plonning,  Reseorch, Tech-
nology, ond Externol Relotions of the
Wollonion  Region. (June 20) - ITU
Korlsruhe
- Visit of Mr T. Regge. Member  of the
Commission on Energy, Reseorch ond
Technology  of the Europeon Porlio-
ment (25 June)  - lspro
- Visit of Mr Robles Piouer. Member of
the Europeon Porlioment (28 June) -
lspro
- Visitof Mr L. Vertemoti, Memberof  the
Committee  on the Environment,  Pub-
lic Heolth ond Consumer Protection of
the Europeon Porlioment.(2July)  - lspro
- Visit of Mrs J. Lorive ond Messrs G.J.
Adom ond M, Chiobrondo  of the Eu-
rooeon Porliomeni's  Commitiee  on
Energy, Reseorch, ond Technology
(July l2) - ITU Korlsruhe
- Visit of Ambossodor  U, Vottoni,
oConsigliere Diplomotico del
Presidente del Consiglio del Governo
Itolionor ond Mr R. Nigido aMinistro
Plenipotenziono, Coordinotore delle
Questioni Comunitorieo (25 Septem-
ber) - lspro
- Visit of Mr P, Wetton. Consul Generol
of Greot Britoin in Milon ond Mr D.
Hollombv.  Scientific  Adviser ot the
British Embossy  in Rome (l October)  -
lspro
- Visit of Mr J. Mocdrio Coneio,  Under
Secretory of Siote f or the Environment
ond Consumer  Protection  of Portugol
('l2 October)  - lspro
- Visit of o delegotion from EXXON
Compony,  USA heoded by Mr B.P.
Zorinis (30-31 October)  - lspro
- Visit of Mr P, Schmidhuber.  Member of
the Commission of the Europeon
Communities  in chorge of Budget ond
Finonce (8 November) - lsprq
- Visit of Mr J. Delors. President  of the
Commission of the Europeon  Com-
munities (26 November)  - lspro
- Visit of Mr P. Biornes, Member of the
French Senote (27 November)  - lspro
Workshops, seminors ond confer-
ences:
- Nucleor Certificotion  Group Meeting
(3,l Jonuory-l Februory)  - Geel
- Prenormotive R&D for Advonced Ce-
romics Ad-Hoc Committee  ( I 2 Febru-
ory) - Petten
- Ceromic Meeting  Tosk Group Meet-
ing (Europeon Group of Frocture)
(.|3-14 Februory)  - Petten
- Stondords  for Advonced  Ceromics
CEN Technicol Committee  (22-23
Februorv)  - Petten
- Europeon Sofety Reiiobility  Reseorch
ond Development  Associotion
(ESRRDA)  ond Europeon Reliobiliiy
Doto (EUREDATA) Assembly  Meeting
qnd Workshop  (3-6 April) - lspro
- Designing  with Structurol Ceromics
Workshop  (3-6 April) - Petten
- Meeting of <L'Acod6mie Notionqle
de l'Air et de l'Espoce de Toulouse>
(26-27 April) - lspro
- 30th Anniversorv of the Centrol Bu-
reou for Nucleor Meqsuremenis  ( I 0-'l 3
Mqy) - Geel
- l2th Europeon Sofeguords Reseorch
ond Development  Associotion
(ESARDA) Meeting ('l5-'l7 Moy) - lspro
- 25th Europeon Two-Phose Flow Group
Meeting  (2.1-23  Moy) - lspro
- Meeting of the Yugoslovio-EC Joint
Committee on Science ond Technol-
ogy (28-30 Moy) - lspro
- High Temperoture  Fibre Technology
Workshop  (31 Moy) - Petten
- Intermetollics Workshop (6 June) -
Brussels
- COST50l  Working  Porty (19-2'l June) -
Petten
- Clqssificotion of  Advonced
Cerqmicsvomos Workshop  (21-22
June) - lsprq
- User Aspects of Phose Diogroms
Conference (25-27 June) - Petten
- 7th ASTM-Eurotom Symposium  on Re-
octor Dosimelry (27-31August)  - Stros-
bourg
- 5th Internotionol Symposium on Reso-
nonce lonizotion Spectroscopy ond
its Applicqtion (16-21 September) -
rspro
- Meeting of the Environment  Assessors
of the 4 Europeon  Regions  (28 Sep-
tember) - lspro
- Architecture  for Cooperoting Hetero-
geneous On-Line Systems  (ARCHON)
PCC-8 Meeting ond 3rd Project  Re-
view for the ESPRIT Progromme  (2-5
October) - lspro
- High Temperqture  Mechonicql  Test-
ing Colloquium ( I 8- I 9 October)  - lspro
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Boord of Governors in 1990
SiT John KENDREW
Choirmon
The Old Guildholl
4 Church Lone
Linton
GB-CAMBRIDGE  CBI 6JX
M. Jeon-PoIPONCEIET
Cqbinet de Modome Miei Smet
Secretoire  d'Etot d l'Environnement
rue de lo Loi.56
B-IO4O BRUXELLES
Prof. Flemming  WOLDBYE
Donish Reseorch Administrotion
H.C. Andersens  Boulevord 40
DK-I553 COPENHAGEN  V
Dr. Werner GRIES
Bundesministerium fur Forschung und
Technologie Heinemonnstrosse  2
D-5300 BONN 2
PTof. A.J. KARABELAS
Deportment  of Chemicol
Engineering
Schoolof Engineering
University  of Thessoloniki
GR-THESSALONIKI
Orgonisofion chqrf
(Moy l99l)
Direclorole-Generol
Director-Generol
Adviser hors closse
Adviser
Adviser (in chorge of Boord
of Governors)
Budget Coordinotion
Assistont to Director-Generol
Progrommes  Direclorofe
Director
Sofety engineer
- Coordinotion
of scientific octivities
- Interinstitutionol  relotions
- Generol plonning
- Morketing
ond exploitotion  of results
- Spoce Applicotions
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